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BAT 'MAY 1st
Welcome Guests

A Chance for Every Man, Woman and Child on this Mesa Andy We:.st. of V;mn Mour.din cha rirs of rronut,n of the
to Prove their Loyalty, and Help to Pile Up a Big
sale of Thrift- Stamps, in Mora
County
necomparyel by Rev.
Liberty
WAR FUND for .the Red Cross,
!BV.(.; Lutster,-- nme to Roy
(Saturday, to arrange with the
Loan and War Savings Stamps.

-
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HOLIDAY DECLARED ON ALL MESA
Time for Concerted Action Every
Town and Community on Mesa
Asked to Help "Big Drive"

Rev. Heaton
o

local , malabar', oí, the Thrift
Stamp Drive Mr. C. L. Wensel
lor activo work here for Thrift
Stamps., They remained Satur
day evening for the Mass Melt
ing which had been arrange for
and'hev. Eutster, delivered a
address oh the
subject of .Thrift Stamps, Rev.
prevailed upon him to
remain in Iioy and preach at the
Christian Church in his stead
Sunday morning, A large audience waa. present and heard a
se. unan remarkable in its breadth
and adaptability to the present
time anJ conditions.
Rev. Eutster is a graduate of the
Moody
Bible Institute and a
minister of the United Brethren
Chufch of which there are but
five in New Mexico He is almost
boyish in appearance but gifted,
with dynamic physical power,
mature reasoning
and most
pleasing address, and the polish
which the most modern training
can give. Besides this he is 100
percent a Patriot and we heartily
congratulate Wagon Mound in
tlje possession of such a Man.
i.

Eev. W. C. Heaton left Saturday morning in his Ford ear,
remodeled into a comfortable
ambulance, with hi3 wife, tak'
Wednesday Night April 17th, the citizens of Roy and vicinity ing her back to her parents and
Kibbey, Okla.
met at the Community Hall and organized "The Mesa Patriotic their children at
spend
the summer. Her stay
4
League." C. L. Wensell was elected chairman of the new League, to
in
one
here
of the Cottages of
Treasurer-SeverL.
Justice,
C.
J. Floersheim, secretary, and
Hospital
built
committees were appointed, the main one of which is the Phimlee
especially
for
patients
Tubercular
duty
of this eommitte&
the "Donation Committee" It will be the
had not resulted in any improveto see that every man, woman and child on this mesa is asked to
and it was conceded that
ment
bring SOME donation to Roy, at least two days before May 1st, the
she
be as well off and far
would
davof the BIG DRIVE. Here is achance to do your bit. Any
contented
more
with her mother
thing for a ponnd of Pinto Eeans o.a Cow will be accepted do
bies.
and
her
bf
what .you can but DO IT. These donations will be auctioned off
cheerfulness
Her
and happy
There
NO
are
SLACKERS"
thousands.
the
into
run
and should
disposition
thruout her stay here
Í3the SLOGAN. A meeting f. .the .sesera committees will be held
in spite of her suffering endearApril
Community'
Monday,
Everybody
22nd.
on
Hall
At the Roy
ed her to all who met her and
invited to come and help to BOOST the BIG DRIVE. Talk it. Sing
the devotion of her husband in
We
go
boys
all
"over
there."
can't
it. Whistle it, like the brave
ministering
to her and bravely
BEHIND
PUSH,
GET
AND
BUT WE CAN ALL
tt3 the front
on
his
carrying
work as a minist
appointed:
following are the committee
er has commanded respect and
william o. Mcdonald.
AHvprtisinc committee: AL S
unbounded admiration of all who
Hanson, chairman, Irvin Ogden,
know him. They started the
William C. McDonald, First Governor of the State of
Ntw
Nineteen ladies,, were present
Sr.., J.. E. Russel,Mr&.F.S. Brown
nearly 400 miles drive in the
Mexico died at El Paso April II, from Brights Disease, and
Harry
Roy;
of
Hoelz
Miss Elsye
mud Saturday but
doubtless at the Red Cróss3vork:rooms on
was buried at his ranch near Carrizozo N. M. 'Sunday.
The Patriotic Meeting SaturWednesday and 100 bandages' all
Hughes, Solano: H. B. Albertson
found
fair
good
and
weather
day evening attracted a large
Soends the story of one of "the creates! and best men
Mills: Eenj.F. Brown, Mosquero.
roads in a little while. Prayers of cof1)lete nd Priced,: ready for
filling
beyond
crowd,
hall
the
S.
New
Fred.
Mexico ever claimed as Citizen.
Program Committee:
all
churchgoers,
the Sunday SÜIPment.was the result of their
18
Dr.M.D.Gibbs,
P
7
The
Santa Fe New Mexican expresses the sentiment of all
Brown.chairman,
"
r? Ta , ; School and C E were offered for labors': The ,adies hild cheon
O
i.v mivtr 141.1 fcliuc i at the workroom
C. C. Belknap, F. G. Campbell.
and combined
Rnu- - W. li.McCanrer.Miss Louise
a Pleasure with tfieir labors:
"A'tiu uncomprTis-iig,Heaton will return ,as'" soon f
e
i:c.!Xít, leerles.,
both instrumental and voca
M. Hushes
of
F.
Mili
'
1
1JU
Scotchman;
A
a
impetus
bval
ork
distinct
friend
was given
tal:e raüticrJ opponent'
h.!S ,w
"Rnlnnn: Mrs ' Wm. Wickham of appropriate and pleasin'ahd the 6
a couraL'e')u, incorruptible,
Red
the
Circuit
Cross
here.
in
work
the
ser
public oincia! and
4
numerous
minute
talks woe to
Mosquero; Mrs. VV. H. Willcox,
state
mon
executive
Rev.
by
McDorakl
Sunday
e very ?cn?e of the word,
in
Eutster,
w.i?,
in
point.
the
Few who were preMrs. Irvin Ogden, Roy.
vftoich he prVwiV;t'i9-?vtspo:i-- '
a man, who enforced respect iVom hh
sent
realized
and bound
that it was 11 oclock
R.
Decoration Committee,
sibilities
of
vvhp '."Remaíii-- o
thos'
hÍ37nerjsf,ta.h.ri
lii.; jalmimstratfon as
teel.
y
when
program
the
.cónclud-1
was
Grunig, chairman, R. A. Pendlewith the stuff'as equal to those
governor was a bright
the annr.lsof goo;l ;favorrr.ier.t
ed. The dance given by the!
ton, N. A. Walker, J. T. Abbott,
to
Forth
): rkf,-'LShis
name
Battle".
wes
with
synopynxus
Orchestra following the program
Albert Bacharach, Mrs. F. A.Roy was a pleasant
o
mail" could turn him "ron what ha relieved
his
no
own,
were
little affair and
A.C. Trujiilo, qf Solano, called
Mrs. C. L. Justice, Roy; Walter
right, regardless of party filiation:?, his con?c:erce ruled
the
proceeds
were
turned over to If you want to get Waked
Wednesday
Ross, Solano; H. J. Clinard, Mosto
his
pay
subscrip
him absolutely. Deep friendslup.':,' universal lwpeclV and
can do it at the Boy Scouts
the Red Cross.
quero; Mrs. W. C. McCarger, and
show
and
tion
his
us
"Chevnew
appreciation
and esteem of the rank and hie of citir.er.ship of
The sale of Liberty Bonds and Program at the Odd Fellows Hall
auto
Wm. Patterson of Mills.
rolet"
which
bought
he
Mexico
New
at
whose governor he was-th- ese
fo'-.- v
f e merThrift Stamps received a remark Friday Night April 26th
Vegas
recently.
U
Andres
tells
Committee:
us
to
men
t
Donation
"Bill"
McDonald."'
A
small
fee
admission
will
be
able boost from this meeting and
the machinery will soon be here
Wensell. chairman; R. Lopez, the preparation for
the Red Cross charge, 10 and 15c for the purpose for working
The Democratic party in New Mexico las lost three
Floersheim,
Melv.
the roads on the
C. L. Justice,
May 20th was started of getting uniforms for the
Drive
for
great
men in the recent past Felix Martinez, E. C. de Baca
W. H. Willcox, Wm. Brashears, also. We
Songs-- Campfir- e- First mesa and the roads will be workto wake
beginning
are
and Wm. C. McDonald, Their loss at this time is deplorable
P. Anderson, Mrs. J. Floersheim up to the fact of War and when Ai- d- f lag Signals etc. ' etc. ed this summer.
but If the principles for. which they so staunchly stood,
L.
Mrs.
C.l
Mrs. C. C. Belknap,
all realize that this is the Unless you are there at 8.30 you
we
which they so nobly upheld shall fail for wp'nt of youngand
Flower-land,AbThe play, "Cindrella in
"
Wensell, Roy; J.R- - McKee,
will miss the program. Its orders
greatest
in
Crisis
history
the
of
stronger men to take their ph.ces, then their death Is
and
er
given by the Mills School
bott; C. A. Smith, Mills; W. L. civilized man we will find few and will be carried out strictly,
tragedy. We do not believe it! Gredt as they are
indeed
a
Monday evening was exceptionalGross, Solano; Paul Kingsbury, slackers shirking
duty,
their
principles
for which they lived are greater and will find
the
ly well rendered to a large and
Mosquero; Mrs. Ethel Harper of
standard-bearer- s
all down through this generation and
appreciative
andience,
door
the
Mills; Mrs. L. N. Deweese, MosA special
meeting
of
generations
yet
unborn.
receipts being $23.25.
quero; Mrs. M. Connor, Solano.
Executive Committee of the Red
The Mills School was closed for
Mrs. Wm. G. Jonnson, noy.
Let us not grieve over their. departure but.rejoico in the
Cross at the Community Hall
this
term last Friday having had
good
Stamps:
they have accomplished and take up the burden where
Thrift
War
was called by Chairman, E, P.
h
term, Both
only a
Wm.
chairman,
they
laid
Wensell,
it down and carry it on toward the great day when
L.
Mrs.
W.
Wilson and daughter
C. L.
Brown, to select Chairman and
splendid
pupils
did
and
teachers
Mrs.
O.W.Hearn
Mr.and
up
from Mosquero MondayJ
"One law shall bind all nations, tongues and kindred of the
Johnson,
Treasurer for the big $3.000,000, were
work and those who are boosting
earth and that law shall be The Law of UnivirsiJ Brother
Mrs. M. D. Gibbs, Miss Minnie Drive for Red Crots Funds, to
for better school in Mills will reap
Super-Bab- y
hood".
Griner; Mrs. Ethel Harper, Mills; start May 20, Many members
something good from their efforts
0
Miss Aliene Wilson, Mosquero; of the committee were present
The Hon. Jack Mills, Justice
Harry Hughes, Solano; J. R. and R. E. Alldredge was unaniTheidore' and Wilmer Towers Prof. Russoll is just a little n:m. ne gees this week to
of
the Peace, U. S. CommissionMcKee, Abbott.
mously chosen Chairman for the
sons of Sam Towers of Roy, left pleased with a letter from Ernest training camp', and promises to
tnd
er
prominent
agriculturist
Committee:
Liberty Loan
Saturday for their home at Birds Cochrane, of Mills, who gradual- - write Us frequently.
drive J. Floersheim Vice Chairof
Solano,
dropped
in
L.
on
us
chairman;'.
W. H. Willcox,
eye, Indiana, iney came on ed from the 10th Grade here last
man and C. L. Justice, TreasurWednesday morning
with his account-'- , of sickness of their year. Ernest is in the County
J. V. Johnson and children
Justice, Mrs. W. H. McCarger, er. Arrangements were made to
countenance
wreathed
in
are
smiles
Solano.
rejoicing over the return of
R.Johnson,
Mills; Mrs. H.
thoroly
have this movement
father but he is much better so High School at Raton and wants
bearing
and
the
of
a
his
man
on
who
town
every
youngest daughter from a
Every store in
they had a yery enjoyable visit. his Manuel Training Credits as aj
advertised beforehand and make
Knows no such word as Fail"
hospital
close
to
asked
at El Paso where she
Hard-wic- k Printer and Public Speaing
be
from
will
Mrs.
Delia
mesa
sister,
when
Their
it fast and effective
the
the
we knew in a minut that but one
ladies
The
been
has
day.
Hearn,
for several months for
from
Rev.
his
lessons
entire
Arizona
Clarksdale,
time
of
comes. The amount of our
for the
adidtional honor could warrant
a
serve
an
will
operation
nicely
making
sayI
sit
and recovery from
He
Cross
am
Red
visiting
is
still
quota is yet announced.
came also and t
of the
his patronising air and at once
program
it
for
The
the
I
like
say
than
cant
it
bettor
relief
but
dinner.'
of a displaced
patriotic
guessed "Its a boy" We had to here.
t.
of
then7 in stepped the
plenty
promises
Prof,
in
Trumbull
came
committee
Miss Dan Jenkins, was down guess only once more
and he
young men himself and stopped with her all the way. She still
Attorney
sent
us
good rousing speeches, including from Springer this week visiting
City
The
told us the rest. She arrived " at
outide orators. Band music and friends at Roy.
copy for a Notice of the Bond us) He had come for the credits walks with crutches but can
5:
45 Wednesday
morning
make
will
at
features
Roy Water Works but and has enlisted in the Hospital walk without them and will
other special
Dr. Self's Sanitarium in Roy Issue for
biggest
the
Day"
Roy directs that the Corns and will go at once into eventually recover entirely.
this "Patriotic
M. D. Gibbs was called to she weighs 8 pounds, her name Mayor
Dr.
ever
event
training camp and hopes to be in
and most enthusiastic
Monday on professio is Gwendolin Marie Mills (Had matter will not be taken up now
Tucumcari
Lee Anderson went to Dawson
delibera- active service in France in three
held on the mesa.
nal business as R. R. Physician another name ready but is glad and not until after due
Monday
to look for a job. He is
and decid- month. Ernest is one of SO boys
Remember the slogan:
handy enough at so many' tilings
He took his two little sons Myler he cant use it) and everybody tion end experiment
minimim' amount from the Ratcn School to enlist'
and Donald with him to see the including grandma Burton is well ing on the
It at ke can hardfv heln inr;
"THERE ARE NO
This is as and we are frankly prcud 01
present
necessary
at
a good one.
and happy.
SLACKERS." picture show.
''
it should be.
very--effectiv-

lu-ar- n
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Continued.

In. Last night, again, he stood to win
But a man fell Into the river, and
Stanton lost out once more."
Starbuck glanced up soberly. "You're
talking In riddles now, John. I don't
sabe."
"It Isn't necessary for you to sabe.
Results are what counts. Barring accidents, you Tlmanyonl High Line
people can reasonably count on having
me with you for the next few crltlcul
days; and, I may add, you never
needed me more pointedly."
Starbuck's smile was face-wid"I hope I don't feel sorry," he remarked. "Some day, when you can
take an hour or so off, I'm going to
get you to show me around in your

honest man. But be Is well along in
years, and has an exaggerated notion
of his own importance. Stanton, or
rather his figurehead railroad people,
have asked him to intervene, and he
has taken the case under advisement.
That is where we stand this morning."
Starbuck was nodding slowly. "I
see what you mean, now," he said. "If
Lorching Jumps the wrong way for us,
you're looking to see a United States
marshal walk up to Bartley Williams
some time today and tell him to quit
That would put the final kibosh on us,
wouldn't it?"
Smith was rising in his place.
"I'm not dead yet Billy," he re
joined cheerfully. "I haven't let It get
John. this far without hammering out a few
of
little
Maybe I can learn how to gather me expedients for our side. If I can manup one."
age to stay in the fight today and to
Smith matched the mine owner's morrow "
smile. For some
A little new under clerk had come In
reason the world, his particu- from the hotel office and was trying to
lar world, seemed to have lost Its give Starbuck a note In a square enmalignance.
He could even think of velope, and Starbuck was saying : "No,
Stanton without bitterness; and the that's Mr. Smith, over there."
weapon which had been weighing his
Smith took the note and opened it,
hip pocket for the past few days had and he scarcely heard the clerk's exbeen carefully burled In the bottom of planation that it had been put In his
drawer before box the evening before, and that the
the lower dressing-cas- e
he came down to breakfast
day clerk had been afraid he would
"You may laugh, Billy, but you'll get away without finding It It was
have to admit that Tve been outflgur-ln- g from Yarda Richlander, and it had
the whole bunch of you, right from neither superscription nor signature.
the start" he retorted brazenly. "But This Is what Smith read :
let's get down to business. This Is
"My little ruse has failed miserably.
practically Stanton's last day of grace. Mr. K's. messenger found my father
If he can't get some legal hold upon In spite of it, and he the messenger-retur- ned
us before midnight tomorrow night
this evening. I know, beor work some scheme to make us lose cause he brought a note from father to
our franchise, his Job Is gone."
me. Come to me as early tomorrow
"Show me," said the mine owner suc- morning as you can, and we'll plan
cinctly.
what can be done."
"It's easy. With the dam completed
Smith crushed the note In his hand
and the water running in the ditches, and thrust it Into his pocket Star-buc- k
we become at once a going concern,
was making a cigarette, and was
with assets a long way In advance of studiously refraining from breaking In.
our liabilities. The day after tomor- But Smith did not keep him waiting.
row If we pull through you won't
'That was my knockout, Billy," he
be able to buy a single share of said with a quietness that was almost
Tlmanyonl High Line at any figure. overdone. "My time has suddenly been
As a natural consequence, public senti- shortened to hours perhaps to minment which, we may say, Is at pres- utes. Get a car as quickly as you can
ent a little doubtful, will come over and go to Judge Warner's house. I
to our side In a landslide, and Stan- have an appointment with him at nine
ton's outfit, if It wants to continue the o'clock. Tell him I'll keep
it If I can,
fight, will have to fight the entire but that he needn't wait for me If I
Tlmanyonl, with the city of Brewster am not there on the minute."
Am I
thrown In for good measure.
making It plain?"
CHAPTER XXI.
"Bight you are, so far. Go on."
"Billy, I'll tell you something that
The Colonel'a "Defl."
I haven't dared to tell anybody, not
Though it was only eight o'clock,
even Colonel Baldwin.
I've , been
sent his card to Miss Richland-er'- s
spending the company's money like Smith
rooms at once and then bad himkeep
water to
In touch. The minute
self lifted to the mezzanine floor to
we fall, and long before we could
wait for her. She came In a few minhope to reorganize a second time and
utes, a strikingly beautiful figure of a
apply for a new charter, Stanton's comwoman In the freshness of her mornpany will be in the field, with Its charbright-eyeand
ing gown,
ter already granted. From that to takserenely conscious of her own reing possession of our dam, either by
splendent gifts of face and figure.
means of an enabling act of the legSmith went quickly to meet her and
islature, or by purchase from the paparlor.
per railroad, will be only a step. And drew her aside into the music
Already the need for caution was beginning to make itself felt.
"I have come," he said briefly.
"You got my note?" she asked.
"A few minutes ago Just as I was
leaving the breakfast table."
"You will leave Brewster at once
while the way Is still open?"
He shook bis head. "I can't do
that; in common justice to the men
who have trusted me, and who are
now needing me more than ever, I
must stay through this one day, and
possibly another."
"Mr. Klnzle will not be likely to lose
any time," she prefigured thoughtfully.
"He has probably telegraphed to Lawrencevllle before this." Then, with a
glance over her shoulder to make sure
that there were no eavesdroppers:
"But not one of these Brewsterltes can
Identify you as John Montague Smith
the man who is
of Lawrencevllle
wanted by Sheriff Macauley. My father, in his letter, after telling me
that he will be detained in the moun"Good Glory." He Sighed.
tains 'several days longer, refers to Mr.
we couldn't do a thing I We'd have KInale's request and suggests"
no legal rights, and no money to fight
The fugitive was smiling grimly. "He
suggests that you might help Mr. Klnwith!"
Starbuck pushed his chair away from zle out"
the table and drew a long breath.
"Not quite that" she rejoined. "He
"Good glory I" he sighed. "I wish to merely suggests that I am to be prudent
goodness It was day after tomorrow I and to quote him exactly 'not get
mixed up In the affair In any way so
Can you carry It any further, John?"
"Yes; a step or two. For a week that it would make talk.' "
d
"I see," said Smith. And then : "You
Stanton has been busy on the
claim, and that Is what made have a disagreeable duty ahead of you,
me buy a few cases of good rifles and I'd relieve you of the necessity
and send them out to Williams ; "I was by running away, if I could. But that
afraid tanton might try force. He is impossible, as I have explained."
She was silent for a moment; then
won't do that If he can help it; he'll
go In with some legal show, if possible, she said:
"When I told you a few
because our force at the dam far out- days ago that you were going to need
numbers any gang he could hire, and my help, Montague, I didn't foresee
anything like this. I shall breakfast
he knows we are armed."
"He can't work the legal game," said with the Stantons In a few minutes;
if you
definitively.
"I've known and after nine o'clock
Starbuck
Judge Warner ever since I was knee-hig- h could contrive to keep out of the way
and a squarer man until I can get word to you; just so
to a
they won't be able to bring us face to
doesn't breathe."
"That is all right but you're forget face with each other"
Smith saw what she meant; saw,
ting something. The paper railroad Is
or was once an Interstate corpora also, whereunto his wretched fate was
tion, and so may ask for relief from dragging him. It was the newest of
the federal courts, thus going over all the reincarnations, the one which
Judge Warner's head. I'm not saying had begun with Jibbey's silent band-clas- p
the night before, which prompted
anything against Lorching, the federal
Judge at Red'Butte. Tve met htm, and him to say:
"If they should ask jou about me,
he Is a good Jurist and presumably an

out

Smith did his various errands quickly. ' When he reached the fourth-floo- r
suite again, JIbbey was out of the
bath; was sitting on the edge of the
bed wrapped In blankets, with the
steaming pot of coffee sent up on
Smith's hurry order beside him on a

tray.
"It's your turn nt the tub," he bubbled cheerfully.
"I didn't have nny
glad rags to put on, so I swiped some
of your bedclothes. Go to It, old man,
before you catch cold."
Smith was already pointing for the
bath. "Tour trunk will be up In a
few minutes, and I've told them to
send It here," he said. "When you
want to quit me, you'll find your rooms
five doors to the right In this same
corridor: suite number
before Smith
It was a long half-hou-r
emerged from his bathroom once more
In
clothed and In his right mind.
the Interval the reclnlmed trunk had
been sent up, and JIbbey was also
clothed. He had found one of Smith's
"pipes and some tobacco and was
smoking with the luxurious enjoyment
of one who had suffered the pangs Imposed by two days of total abstinence.
:
"Just hangln' around to say goodnight," he began, when Smith showed
himself In the sitting room. Then he
returned the borrowed pipe to Its place
on the mantel and said his small say
to the definite end. "After all that's
happened to us two tonight, Monty,
I hope you're going to forget my crazy
yappings and not lose any sleep about
that Lawrencevllle business. I'm seventeen different kinds of a rotten failure ; there's no manner of doubt about
that; and once In a while Just once
In a while I've got sense enough to
know It. Xou saved my life when It
would have been all to the good for
you to let me go. I guess the world
wouldn't have been much of a loser
tf I had gone, and you knew that, too.
Will you er would you shake hands
wlta me, Monty?"
four-sixteen- ."

CHAPTER

XX.

e.

.

The

Pace-8ette-

r.

Smith made an early breakfast on
the morning following the auto drive
to the abandoned mine, hoping thereby
to avoid meeting both Miss IUchlander
The Hophra cafe was
and JIbbey.
practically empty when he went in
and took his accustomed place at one
of the alcove tables, but he had barely
given his order when Starbuck appeared and came to Join him.
"You're looking a whole lot better
this morning, John," said the mine
owner quizzically, as he held up a
finger for the waiter. "How'a the
grouch?"

Smith's answering grin had someIn It.
thing of Its former
"Today's the day. Billy," he said. "Tomorrow at midnight we must have the
water running In the ditches or lose
our franchise. It's chasing around In
the back part of my mind that Stanton
will make his grandstand play today.
I'm not harboring any grouches on the
edge of the battle. They are a handicap, anywoy, and always."
"That's good medicine talk," said the
older man, eying him keenly. And
then: "You had us all guessing, yesterday and the day before, John. You
sure was acting as If you'd gone plumb
good-natur-

e

locoed."
"I was locoed," was the quiet
mission.

A.,

ad-

"What cured you?"
"It's too long a story to tell over the
breakfast table. What do you hear
fro Williams?"
"All quiet during the night; but the
weather reports are scaring him np
a good bit this morning."
"Storms on the range?"
"Yes. The river gained four feet
last night, and there is flood water and
drift coming down to beat the band.
Just the same, Bartley says he Is
going to make good."1
Smith nodded. "Bartley Is all right;
the right man In the right place. Have
you seen the colonel slace he left the
offices last evening?"
"Yes. I drove him and Corona out
to the ranch In my new car. He said
he'd lost his roadster; somebody had
sneaked In and borrowed It."
"I suppose he told youabout the
g
Attest move our move la the
stock-sellin-

game?"
"No, he didn't; but Stillings did. You
played It pretty fine, John ; only I hope
to gracious we won't have to redeem
Ihose options. It would bu'st our little
Inside crowd wide open to have to buy

all that stock at par."
Smith laughed. " 'Sufficient unto the
flay,' Billy. It was the only way to
block Stanton. It's neck or nothing
irlth him now, and he has only one
more string that he can pulL"
y
deal?"
"The railroad
holding
been
that In
has
he
"Yes;
reserve that, and one other thing."
"What was the other thing?" Star-tuc- k
was absently fishing for a enc-n- d
lump of sugar In the sugar bowl,
"lias It got anything to do with the
bunch of news that you won't tell
us about yourself, John?"
"It has. Two days ago, Stanton had
U lr'., but a friend of mine stepped

In

right-of-wa-

you must tell them the truth, Verda."
Her smile was mildly scornful.

mm

mi

mMF,
paper-railroa-
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hop-toa-
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Life Miserable, But Doan's
Removed All the Trouble.
Hasn't Suffered Since.
had such severe pains In my
back," soys Mrs. Albert Akroya,
304 W. Indiana Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa., "that they almost doubled
me up. Many a day I could not do
my housework and 'at every move
It seemed as u my
back would break in
two. My feet and
ankles swelled until
I hod to wear large-size- d
slippers
end
sometimes I couldn't
stand up.
"I had dizzy spells

"I

"Is that what the plain-faceHttlt
ranch person would do?" she asked.
"I don't know ; yes, I guess It is."
"Doesn't she care any more for you
than that?"
Smith did not reply. He was standA LITTLE BEDTIME STORY.
ing where he could watch the comings
and goings of the elevators. Time was
When Johnny Chuck ended his winprecious and he was chnflug at the de ter's hibernation and appeared In the
lay, but Miss Richlander was not yet doorwny of his house, he found Peter
ready to let him go.
with
Rabbit waiting for him,
"Tell me honestly, Montague,"( she curiosity.
said ; "is It anything more than a case
"So you are awoke at lust, Johnny?"
of propinquity with this Baldwin girl? exclaimed Peter. "I was In your house
on your part, I mean."
several weeks ago, and there you lay
"It isn't anything," he returned so- with your eyes closed and your hands
berly. "Corona Baldwin will never embracing your stomach, sounder
asleep than I ever saw anybody bed

unex-plalnab- le

good-nature- d

Serious Kidney Trouble Had Made

lili.

--I J

(Copyright by Charla Scribner'i Soiu)
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"Tell

Me Honestly,

Montague."

marry any man who has so much to
explain as I have."
"You didn't know this was her home,
when you came out here?"
"No."
"But you had' met her somewhere,
before you came?"
"Once; yes. It was In Guthrlevllle,
over a year ago. I met her there at a
house where she was visiting."
"I see," she nodded, and then, without warning: "What was the matter
with you last night about dinnertime?"
"Why should you think there was
anything the matter with me?"
"I was out driving with the Stantons.
When I came back to the hotel I found
Colonel Baldwin and another man a
lawyer, I think he was waiting for
me. They said you were needing a
friend who could go and talk to you
and 'calm you down,' was the phrase
the lawyer used. I was
enough to go with them, but when we
reached your offices you had gone, and
the ranch girl was there alone, waiting for her father."
"That was nonsense!" he commented ; "their going after you as If I were
a maniac or a drunken man, I mean."
This time Miss RIchlander's smile
was distinctly resentful. "I suppose
the colonel's daughter answered the
purpose better," she said. "There was
an awkward little contretemps, and
Miss Baldwin refused, rather rudely, I
thought, to tell her father where you
had gone."
Smith broke away from the unwelcome subject abruptly, saying: "There
Is something else you ought to know.
JIbbey is here, at last"
"Does he know you are here?"
"He does."
"Why didn't you tell me before?
That will complicate things dreadfully.
Tucker will talk and tell all he knows;
he can't help it"
"This Is one time when he will not
talk. Perhaps he will tell you why

fore."
"Oh, I wasn't asleep," replied Johnny. "I wns in a brown study. Late
last fall Sammy Jay, who thinks he's
ne
smart, told nie a conundrum,
asked: 'What Is the difference between an American soldier and a butcher In a packing plant?' He answered
it himself. 'One is a defender and the
other a beef ender.' And then he
laughed. I "have been studying over
that 'all winter, trying to figure out
whether he is a fool or he thinks I
am." Kansas City Star.
Helps Considerably.
'They've been
married twenty
years and they are still In love."
"After all, there is such a thing as
lasting affection."
"Perhaps. But taking a practical
view of the matter, both had enough
money when they married to do what
they liked, and they hove never had to
borrow from each other."

shoulder.
"You must not stay here any longer,"
she protested. "The Stantons may come
down any minute, now, and they
mustn't find us together. I a eüil
forgiving enough to want to help you,
but you must do your part and let me
know what is going on."
William Starbuck's new car wa
standing in front of Judge Warner's
house in the southern suburb when
Smith descended from the closed cab
which he had taken at the Hophra
nouse side entrance. The clock in
the courthouse tower was striking the
quarter of nine. The elevated mesa
upon which the suburb was built commanded a broad view of the town and
the outlying ranch lands, and in the
distance beyond the river the Hlllcrest
cottonwoods
outlined
themselves
against a background of miniature
buttes.
Smith's gaze took in the wide, sunlit
prospect. He had paid and dismissed
his cabman, and the thought carné to
him that In a few hours the wooded
buttes, the 'jare plains, the mighty
mountains, and the pictured city
spreading maplike at Lis feet would
probably exist for him only as a memory. While he baited on the terrace,
Starbuck came out of the house.
"The Judge Is at breakfast," the
owner announced. "You're to go In
and wait What do you want nra to
do next?"
'
(JO BS CONTINUED.)
y

head-iph- ti

e r v aa a
flashes passed ne- - mr. utroyo
fore my eyes. Had a heavy weight
been resting on my head, the pain
could not have been more distressing. The least noise startled me, I
was so nervous. I couldn't Control
the kidney secretions and the pain
In passage was awful.
"It began to look as though my
case was beyond the reach of medicine until I used Doan'i Kidney
me
Pill. The first box benefited trouand four boxes cured nil the
bles. I have had no further cause
for complulnt."
Sworn to before me,
Thos. H. Walters, Notary PulUc.
Get Dwa'i at Any Store, 60c a Boa
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Enquire for the
W3sod Never Break Trace
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Guaranteed

Subtle Reasoning.
Mv little inmdson Is nuite a hand
for "reasonlmr from analogy." and
the other doy was asking what his
family, name was. I told hi in his lather's ancestors came from England,
Absentmlnded.
Wules and' Scotland, while his moth"Whot's wrong with the boss?"
er's were English and Irish.
"You know he has been In the habit
He then asked: "Grandma, what
lately of having his hands manicured. was your name before you were mar
You hold your fingers In a little bowl ried?"
of water, I believe."
"I answered "Lyon."
"I know."
He considered a moment and then
"Well, the minute the new stenog-roph- sold: "So I suppose you came from
seated herself at his desk he Africa?" Chicago Tribune.
dipped his hand Into the Ink well."
Bed Cross Bag Blue, much better, goes
GAVE HERSELF AWAY.
farther than liquid blue. Get from any
grocer. Adv.
Didn't Have to Buy Them.

little boy from a poor district and
a little girl from the more comfortable
pnrt of the city sot side by side In
Sunday school. The teacher said to
the little girl: "Gladys, we missed you
ot Sunday school last Sunday." To
A

which Gladys replied :
"Olí I I stayed home because we
bought a new boby ot our house."
The little boy looked up at her In
surprise and remarked:
"Bought it? Huh! We' get 'em for

good-nature- d

when you see him."
Miss Richlander glanced at the face
of the small watch pinned on her

and dreadful

nothing."
If you happen to find your feelings
all worked up, order o fresh' supply.
Ghosts may talk, but very few people understand the dead languages.

fy

He I bet you've told everyone whnt
I told you as a secret last night.
She Why, the Ideal
There's a
whole lot of girls I haven't seen yet

Joyous Assumption.
scatters careless chaff.
He Is Indeed a happy elf
Who thinks he should make others laugh
By watching him enjoy himself.
A

"cut-up-

!

"

Why They Were There.
Mr. Bacon Look at the item In this
paper: The total wealth of the United
States Is estimated at J 130,000,000,-00-

0.

Mrs. Bacon Why are there so many
ciphers In there?
"The ciphers, my dear, represent the
wealth of a large proportion 'of the
people."
Too Much Company.
"Have you ever loved before?" asked
the coy maid.
"Yes," yawned the worldly young
man, "but er never before a chaper-ontwo small brothers and a pet bulldog."
And then she suggested a trip down
the old road to see the stars.

e,

A Pessimist.

In the old days love
letters were written with goose quills.
Mr. Hlckson Yes; they were written by many a goose, too.
Mrs. Hlckson

CIosí to It
Nick Did her face light up?
Dick Sure ; her eyes snapped fire
and her cheeks burned with rage.
George
a buffoon
Why, his
a visiting
Evelyn
viting on

The Main Point
The Idea of accepting such
of a man for a husband
name doesn't look well on

1

cord.
No ; but It looks rather
a check.

In-

Speaking Gently.'
"You say he has a lovely disposition."
"Wonderfully lovely. I have known
him to go nl? over the golf links and
never say anything more emphatic than
'Oh, fudge 1'"
.

h

--
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men of courage are on
the firing line and there are many
anemic, weak, discouraged men and
women left at home.
At this time of the year most people
suffer from a condition often called
Spring Fever. They feel tired, worn
out, before the day is half thru. They
may have frequent headaches and
sometimes "pimply" or pale skin.
Bloodless people, thin, anemic people, those with pale cheeks and lips,
who have a poor appetite and feel that
tired, worn or feverish condition In the
springtime of the year, should try the
refreshing tonic powers of a good alterative and blood purifier. Such a one
Is extracted from Blood root, Golden
Real and Stone root. Queen's root and
Oregcn Grape root, made up with
chemically pure glycerine and without
the use of alcohol. This can be obtained in ready-to-us- e
tablet form In
sixty-cevials, as druggists have sold
it for fifty years as Doctor Pierce's
Golden Medical Discovery.
It Is a
standard remedy that can be obtained
In tablet or liquid form.
A good purge should be taken once
a week even by persons who have a
movement dally, In order to eliminate
matter which may remain and cause a
poison-lncondition of
the whole system. To clean the
system at least once a week Is to practice health measures. There Is nothing
so good for this purpose as tiny pill!
leaves ol
made up of the
aloe and Jalap, and sold by alraosl
oil druggists in this country as Doctoi
d

g

May-appl- e,

Pierce's Pleasant Pellets,
easy to take.

sugar-coate-

Absolutely Nothing

Better than Cuticura
for Baby's Tender Skin
Soap 25c.

Ointment 25 and 50c

..
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SHERLEY FOR BUDGET SYSTEM

t?V

t

Is there need now, as In the days
of peace, for a reform budgetary system of national finance for the United
Kepresentatlve
States government?
Swagnr Sherley of Kentucky says yes.
lie is the chairman of the house committee on appropriations, one of the
big finance experts of congress, and he
has been a budget advocate during the
greater part of the 10 years he has
been a member of the national legisla-
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should be a wide distinction between
the spending policy of the nation In
time of peace and Its policy in time of
we
war. Under normal conditions
should consider every expenditure with
reference to whether It Is worth the
burden It puts upon the people. In
time of war. there is only one side to
that vital question. In time of wnr we,
as the representatives of the people, must Bpend to the last of all that the
people have, if necessary, to save the people themselves.
"But, granting all that, there Is as much need now as there ever was for
a reform In our system of appropriating the money of the people for expenditure by the executive officers of the government. There Is more need now for
such reform because of the very magnitude of the war finances. And the
principles of the budget system apply as well to the allotment of the huge
sums of today as they do to the smaller sums of the normal period."

l
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For Infants and Children.

iuwa-v-

ture. .
"I am not blind to the fact," he
said the other day In the course of an
interview, "that there must be and

Helps

"Give It to tne.

r'
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OF PROPAGANDA
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COLT DISTEMPER

An American propaganda camYou can prevent this lonthsome disease from running
with
through your stable and cure all the colts Bufferingyoung.
extent, having for
paign of world-wid- e
Poo-poThat's
It when you begin the treatment. No matter how
its purpose the spreading among the
SPOHIV'S Is safe to use on any colt. It is wonderful how
It prevents all distempers, no matter how colts or horses
neutrals of the truth about America's
no argument with
turf
at any age are "exposed." All good druggistsat and
role In the war, the informing of the
60 cents
goods houses and manufacturers sell 8POH.VS
10
a
dosen.
15
people of Germany of what the Unitand
and tl a bottle;
SlOIl IV MEDICAL CO, Mfrit Umhea, lad, V. 8. A.
ed States is fighting for, and lastly,
and most Important, bolstering up the
cause His flavor
morale of our allies by a thorough
knowledge of what this nation Is doing
Maniré
ci
Mil WW
S
(asts, anyway
and plans to do to help them, has been
occasional slight stlmuuuon.
undertaken by Arthur Woods, police
Small Pill,
commissioner of New York under the
Dose, Small
administration of Mayor John Purroy
Price But
Mltchel. The propaganda is to counJCARTEp
teract the sinister effects of German
correct
Work
lies and machinations all over the
VER
II
world, and Mr. Woods will act in harmony with the committee on public InGenulM
Proof.
The Logic of It
bears
formation, of which George Creel is
"So you think art can improve on
signatura
"It is odd thnt gossips are so often
chairman.
why
not,
thi
"Certainly.
If
nature?"
given as authorities."
In directing American propaganda
"Not at all, for what they say goes." Easter egg?"
usually Indicate the abeence of Ironía
outside the United States Mr. Woods
.
the blooJi
will have the opportunity of Infusing
V 111
8
by
helped
greetly
wlU
be
which
condition
and
the
French
the
To
needed.
places
Into
is
where It
the American spirit
lllllllllil!lllllllill!llllll!i!!l!!lill!llllilli!l!l!lll!lll!llllli;!!!!!r
will
doing
and
Italian people will be told the true story of what America is
Applicable Anywhere.
do, and what are her purposes, and In this way his task will be to counteract
Really Bright Idea.
What Kitchener said to the English
the Influences of the German propaganda. England, as a whole, has been felt .Jlargaret had been enjoying a visit
f
to be somewhat more conversant with America's role than the other allies, a from her cousin, a young woman libra- landowner who questioned him, Is
fact which may be attributed to the common language of the two people.
rian from a distant city. When, her worth remembering: "If the Germans
vacation being over, she began getting should Invade Englnnd, what uniform
ready to go, Margaret was tilled with should I wear as a member of the
dismay and begged to have her stay Home league to repel them?" asked
elf
RECTOR DEEP IN WAR WORK
the landowner. "The suit you wish
longer.
Her mother said, "No, thoy need her to be burled In," answered K. of K.
library and she must go."
Dr. William T. Manning, rector of at the
The Sort.
Margaret sat thinking soberly a long
of
Trinity parish in New York, said to be
kind of men do they have for
face cleared and she
her
"What
Then
time.
In
the largest and wealthiest parish
out, "Oh! miimnin, couldn't we the crews of torpedo boats?"
the world, who aligned hifuself with cried
"I suppose they are
renewed for two weeks?"
get
her
the forces opposed to the appearance
direcMuck,
In New York of Dr. Karl
Naturally.
Smile on wash day. That's whes you use
tor of the Boston Symphony orchestra,
that sign mean, 'Let
does
"What
Clothes
than
Bag
whiter
Blue.
emerhas been an active figure In patriotic Red Cross
,
. Í I
All Observe Cornless Days'?"
All rocera. Adr.
dov.
beginning
of
the
movements since the
"It belongs to a chiropodist."
war. He was one of the strongest
Hermits.
for
Season
Slack
supporters of the allied cause, it Is
Downward Growth.
"How long have you been a hersaid, between the outbreak of the war
do words have
"Why
Teacher
mit?"
was
and America's entry into it, and
"So that the
?"
Johnny
roots,
pictursaid
the
years,''
fen
"About
particularly prominent in the move
'
can grow."
ment of protest against the Belgium esque decluse.
"Do you live in this cave all the
deportations In the winter or iuiu.
lie was an advocate of conscription year around?"
"Ol course not. I've got a little
long before thut measure was adopted.
Slamp ABORTION Out (I Yea
down the mountainside, and I
farm
Since last December he has been
Herd end Keep It Oat I
winters there with iny famApply treatment yourself. Small
serving as voluntary chaplain at Camp spend the
souvedemand
for
no
expense. Write for free booklet
ily. There's
Upton.
Ills term expired the first nirs
ESS
on Abortion, "Questions and
around
hotels
summer
the
when
of
Answers". State number ol
in March, but at the request
up."
closed
nre
cattle in herd.
here
jr
Upton officers he Is to continue at his
h. DnW Sobrtt lit. Co.. 100 Orana Inaua, Wiukatta, wit.
wan
Doctor
cantonment.
noRt In the
Nebuchadnezzar had to eat grass. Is
when a boy
W. N. U., DENVER, NO.
nlng was born in England In 1SC0, but came to the United States
Over 12,000,000 Pounds (400 carloads)
really new?
Hooverlsm
"- r.f ton nnri is an American citizen, in lww ne came iu m i
Ninety-seconstreet. The followper week, of beef, pork, and lard, since
St Agnes' chapel of Trinity parish In West
S3
upon
death of Kev. Dr.
the
rector,
and
assistant
elected
was
he
year
ing
1, 1918.
SK3
Trinity.
of
rectorship
to
the
succeeded
Morgan Dix In 1908 he
o!
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Meat is as Necessary
as Steel and Ships
Food is the first essential
fighting forces.

W1

the

The American farmer and the
packer have met every war

gency, and have promptly furnished
an adequate supply of wholesome

meat

;.
4

lan-gun- ge
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No other industry can claim a
better record of war time efficiency.
Swift & Company has shipped to
the United States Government and
the Allied Nations,

Save the Calves!

TV"

v

It

18.

d

January

In one week recently we shipped
24,000,000 Pounds (800 carloads)
and the demand is increasing.
Our profits are limited by the
Food Administration to 9, per cent
on investment in the meat departments. (This means about 2 cents
on each dollar of sales.) No profit
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JACKLING HAS BIG JOB
ga
S3
run

K3

with the
Government to the best of our ability.

We are

co-operati- ng

Swift & Company 1918 Year Book, containing many interesting and instructive
facts, sent on request.
Address, Swift & Company,
Union Stock Yards, Chicago, Illinois

C3

When the government decided thnt
should be expended for th
erectloB of explosives plants it felt
showed It should be shown where and
how the money was spent. So It called
for Daniel Cowan Jackllng and he reí
sponded from the Pacific const.
Raised In Missouri, Dun Jackllng
Is the very essence of the "show-me- "
spirit, and when asked by the war department to take charge of the building of these plants he consented.
He was born in Appleton county,
Missouri, in 1809, where he spent his
early school days. He took up the study
of metallurgical engineering at the
Missouri School of Mines. In 1S92 he
course and betook a
cause of his thorough knowledge of
the subject was made assistant professor of chemistry and metallurgy.
His first big accomplishment wns
In 1897, when he was appointed super- tnnndnnt In nhnfirO ttf tho mil StrilPt fill
work of the Immense metallurgical plants of the Consolidated Mercury Gold
Tninoi in iTtnh. For three vears he was encaeed in building and operating
these nlants. but In 1900 he resigned to take up general work. During the
next three years he figured In various important consultation, construction and
nnprntintf mnncitles In the states of Washington. Colorado and Utah.
held more vice presidencies and general managerships
Mr. Jackllng has
.
I
,L. . I I I .1 . .
probably than any omer one iuuu m me imuiug muuau j.

$90,000,000

11
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Swift & Company
U.S. A.

Win the War by Preparing the Land
Sowing the Seed and Producing Bigger Crops

is guaranteed.

43

i
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Work In Joint Effort the Soil of the United States and Canada
FARMING IN MAN POWER VECESSABT
TO WIN THE BATTLE FOR LIBERTY

States and Canada are asking for
100.000.000 bushels of wheat are avaii- able to be sent to the allies overseas before the crop harvest. Upon the
efforts of the United Sutes and manada rests me ouraen oi suppiy.
Every Available Tillable Acre Must Contribute) Every Avallablt

The Food Controllers of the United

'

ii J rt...a
r armor ana rrarm nanu
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Western Canada has an enormous acreage to be seeded, but man power
seedis short, and an appeal to the United States allies is for mo:e men for
'
ing operation.
Canada's Wheat Production Lett Year was 225,000,000 Buskin tht
Demand From Canada Alone for I9I3 Is 400,000,000 Bushils
To secure this she must have assistance. She has the land but needs
the men. The Government of the United States wants every man who can
effectively help, to do farm work this year. It wants the land in the United
WhenStates developed first of course; but it also wants to help Canada.
are supplied,
ever we find a man we can spare to .Canada's fields after ours
:
;
i
we want to direct him there.
Apply to our Employment Senrice, and we will tell you where you, can bert. senrt
.
the combined in tereiti. .
-

Wages to comWeitern Canada' help will be required not later than May 5th.
petent help, $50.00 a month and up, board and lodging.
good waget, good
Thoie who repond to thii appeal will get a warm welcome,
a mile from Canadian
board and find confortable homei. They will get rate of one cent
'
'
.'
V
boundary points to destination and return.
had apply toi
be
employment
mair
where
places
and
routes
as
to
For particulars

OF LABOR
U.S. EMPLOYMENT SERVICE, DEPARTMENT
.
WYOMING
DENVER, COLORADO; CHEYENNE,
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IRVIN CGDEN, SPJ

ChurchDi rectory
VNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M

KD1T0R AND PUELISHKJI
Subscription
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Roy Garage

DW.W1

and LIVELY

,

Cárs Housed and Cared for

- This piper has enlisted
with the government in the
cause cf America for the

CATHOLIC
Mass twice each month 2d and
4th Sundays
at the Catholic
Roy, N. M.
Church.

At Reasonable Rates.

Repair- Work

period cf the war.

Monday is Wheatless
Tuesday h Meatless
Wednesday is Wheat'ess
Friday is Meatless

Y. P. S. C. E,

GASOLINE ST A.

F. S. BROWN.
.

ROY,

,

Masses: 8 and 10 a m.
Service at 7 30 p.m.

Proprietor,

New Mex.

All the
not yet in
the Chino
paid taxes

Meatless

Copper Company has
on at least $18,000,000
for the year 1017. According to
the information now at hand the
pnperpy tax was on $3, 503, 000
and the remainder was on the
profit ta::. The legislature passed
a law in 1915 taxing the net profit! of mines and it Í3 fonnd to
practically double the assessments as it is in addition to
property taxes on the ordinary
.
valuations on ground and
provements.

it

See The New
Jeweler, Watchmaker, Gem Cutter,

A SPAN

-

ir.--

Miami

(near Springer)

New Mexico.

Woodrow Wilson for
Ben Brown, of Mosquero, was
President, He is a man who
will maintain the dignity the in Roy Monday on legal b3uiness
present Secretary has given that in Judge Foster's Court. This
office acknowledges a call from
office and We're for him!
him.
John Kr"nn, of Herring'or.
Vv'&a in town Saturday and called
Improved Farm For Sale
to keep the S. A. coming to him.
lie is one of the prosperous Best Improved Farm, 1 mile
tractor-farmer- s
of the Herring east of Roy 320 acres good House
ton country and marketed a Barn, Well, Windmill, 2 large
large quantity of seed corn re- stock Tanks, good cistern, celler
cently of his last years crop at under House, all fenced into
8cts per pound. He is planning several fields, .125 acre3 Plowed
to farm better than ever before and Harrowed, now ready to
rather than try to farm morí plant, Larga yield Corn and
Beans rased on this farm last
acres.
year, Health not good enough to
We are printing the programs carry on the work, call or address
C. E. Anderson
for the Graduation exercises of
Ry N. M.
the Roy Grammar and High

ir.

---"-

--

"-

3rd Sunday at Roy Christian
11 am and 7:30pm
Church
2nd and 4th Sunday at Mills
It a m and 7:30 p m

If you like.

,

.

SERVICES OX SOLANO CIRCUIT

at

1st Sunday

Public Sale
I will offer

FARM MACHINERY

Uradley,
Mosquero,

2nd & 4th Sundays

11 A. M.
M

A.M.

11

'

7 P.M.

at Liberty,

11 A.M.
.Solano, 3, P. M.
R. L. MATTHEW. Pastor,'

at Public Auction at

BAPTIST
Sunday
in each montn.
First
Services 11. A. M
7.30,' P. M.
Rev. W. A. Dawn, Pastor.

The Worley Feed-YarRoy, New Mexico,
d,

Baum Bro's.

Mosquero,

Kradley, 7.00 P.
3d Sunduy,

P.&O.

Pastor

W. C. Ileaton,

RoyTrust & Savings Bank

Avery Tractor

F. A. SARGENT.

Demo-

.

At the KITCIIELL HOTEL

leading Spanish newspaper in
New Mexico, has accepted a position with the diplomatic service at Lima, Peru, and expects
W. H, Baum marketed his
to leave Saturday morning for
wheat this week. Ha has been
his n3w post of duty, Mr. Jorc"
waiting tó seo if it would be need
is a bright, energetic young mar,
ed for seed this fall but the
and will no doubt make good,
demand for wheat impelí taking
a chance on some of this years
Juan J. Duran, Cletk of the crop maturing.
Cqurt of Union County, has
formally announced his candidacy for the office of Secretary WANTED At once several good
of State on the Democratic men for trench, concrete and
Ticket next Fall, Mr. Duran has rough carpentering on reservoir
been Clerk of Union County, and work. Good pay to competent
a very efficient officer who does persons. Communicate with
J. R.. Trimmer.,
iv)t depend on Deputies to run
Development
Farmers
Company,
wTTs
a
his office for him and

Delegate to the National
cratic Convention that

ROY and MILLS CIRCUIT
Regular Services as follows:
1st Sunday at Newton School
11am and 7:30 p m.

5 percent cash, balance on installments

FOR SALE
At a Bargain! Terms to
ROY, N. M.
Suit Purchaser,
Fine Repairing and AdjustA Car Load of
Jose Jordi fcr several yeais ments,
Dealer in Precious
Pueblo,
del
the
Vos
La
editor of
Stones and Jewelry.
'

Methodist Episcopal Church

$50. $100. 500. $1000.

OF
Enquire of
Elmer Neal, Roy N. M.

FOR SALE;MULES

Priest in charge,

IF YOU CANT "GO DOWN TO
BATTLE" The Least you can
do is to "Stay by the stuff
and Fight with your Dollars.

taxation fijares are
but it is known that

Felix Vachon,

Rev. Fr.

MlWMMYmm Today.

Saturday is Purkltss
One Wheatless One
Mea! Daily.

MykaO. Dkfrkks,
Miss lillian' Grinkh, Sec'y.
Meets at the Christian Church,
Hoy,'N. M., every Sundav eren-iat 7 o'clock.
A cordial welcome extended to
all visitors.

-

CHRISTIAN
C White Leghorn Eggs from
$1.00
for 15
thorobred stock,
S- -

Roy N.M.

Mrs. J. H RHYNE,
WANTED;--

Sat. April 27,'18
At 1 o'clock, P. M

agent in this

An

community, man or woman, to
proposition
handle our d
(no stock sales). Clean work, big
profits, no money required.
Energy and references necesas
sary.
Lake Oil Association,
34, El Paso, Texas.

ROY
Services 2d Sunday' of each
month at 11 a. n. 8,00 PM.
4th Sunday of each month at
11.00 a. m. and 8.00 p. m.
Communion service at the morning service.

Hoover Time

oil-lan-

Address-1-Palom-

Under new Management
Charles Chapman, Proprietcr.

E. Las Vegas, N.M.
Free Baths,
Steam Heated,
Hot and Cold Water in Rooms
A quiet, homelike Hotel
one block from the
Depot, in the
Main Business District
Will find

Land-Seeke-

Span Grey Horses, Wt. 2,800 lbs. Black Mare 9yr.
950, Bay Horse 7yrs. 9501bs. Good Work Mule.

MILLS
3rd Sunday

160-too- th

Lum-

HOMESTEAD LODGE 46
'Meets at its own Hall
Every Wednesday

Household Góods
Table, Chairs,

Bedstead,

Dresser,

Stove,

A lot of Canned Fruit

3001bs fiour,

Evening

and other articles.

Visiting Brothers always
come.

AsktheS-A- .

The babies of Mr. and Mrsw.Don
Bradley were brought to the
last week
Plumlee Hospital
Schools, They are pretty "Nifty"
suffering from Pneumonia, Both
E.R. Stolberg called Monday to recovered quickly and were taken
and there are a lot of them.
advance
his subscription and home x Mosquero Saturday.
'
The big tank on the t.wer it have his paper sent out to his
Floersheim's is full of water in farm. He will stay and farm his
Mrs. Harry Waggonner, and
spite of all the leakage while it claim himself this year having
baby
took the train here Saturwa3 soaking up. The pessimists given up his position in Chicago
day
for
her former home in- the
wh? predicted, forebode, and for the joys of the simple life.
east. She has made ' her home
priobhesied failure and declared
with her father-in-la3. W.
it impracticable, impossible and
Waggonner,
of
since
death
the
John Gibson plead guilty to a
contrary to the law3of nature
yet
while
husband
a
she
was
her
are not in evidence now and the charge of assault and Battery in
bride.
'
well hai proven its capacity be- Judge FoSters Court Monday for
Roy
in
Trading
Co
The
scene
the
exto
pump
of
the
yond that
Jim Johnson Sr, has a reason
haust it in any kind of wind, Store last week when he struck for loafing around town so much
As it stand3 this well will supply Brigido Garcia for alleged insult of late ""Its is too wet to
The other
mare water than we ever have to Gibson's wife.
and its no use when it is
charges
against
with
him
were
used in Roy.
dry enough."
drawn tmd he was assassed afine
The Literary at the Wagner og $5,00 and costs which he paid
Mr. Emerson, of Kansas Valley
Schoolhouse has been changed
of the old timers of early
one
The Presbytery of New Mexico
to Saturday night alternate is meeting at Tucumcari this homesteading days, is leaving
weeks. The next meeting will be
Moreno
week Rev. Russel and several this week for the
April 27th, They have fine times
Valley
where he and his son
other ministers were on the
and welcome visitors. Its a good train Tuesday enroute fAr .the Will farm some
road from everywhere.
land the son has acquiied there.
rendesvous.

Chas. A.

TERMS

.

J. E. Wildman,
At

A credit of 8 months will be given on all sums over $10.
Purchaser giving bankable note or approved Security, without interest if paid when due. If not paid when due, to bear
interest at the rate of 12 percent from date of sale until paid
r
10 percent discount for cash on sums over $10.00. Sums
No property to be removed until
$10.00 Cash in hand.
un-k-

settled for

Conatd Kuser,
Coi.

f. o. White,

m

C. V.

Stkoso. Coudu

to me
HOY

ed

PUBLIC

Mora County.

(

.

oniy one KrJAL Auc
Thats-,- -

Col F. O. WHITE

-

WE HAVE A REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE DEPARTMENT

Pnrata

SALE.

tioneer in the Country,

.

Titles to Lands in .the Mora Grant are being.
straightened out and we are also prepared)
to furnish Abstracta on these Lands.

OUT?

Then you wiUhave a
j. Here s

Indexto All Lands and Town Property in

nisi Aceurcy
' Ar'MWtters entrusted to 'usttlncatohert with
Itespeotfullj Solicited
Your Busln

NEW MEXICO

? SELLING

Eructo'

Mora, New Mexico
Complete

LUSK

Prompt and Careful Attentien
Given all Business Entrusted

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY

-

B..

Attorney at Law

Clerk

Ton J. TatuK, jr., "A

Rebekah Degree

J.

Mills, N. M.

Treasurer

N. G.

Sec'y.

Visiting Sisters welcome

Auct.

Wm. G. JOHNSON,

Peare,

wel-

HARMONY LODGE No. 24
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
Evening each month
I. O. O. F. Hall
Miss Lillian Griner. N. G.
Mrs.Grace V. Ogden Sec.y.

"

sub-irrigat-

Hearn, Pastor.

LODGE DIRECTORY

oz

one-ro-

this the right place.

"

11.00 a. m. 8PM.

th

rs

dry-far-

at

O. W.

Harrow,
Moldboard Plow,
Corn Planters, Farm Wagon,
2
Cultivator,
2,500 ft
Chickens, Incubator, 2 portable Brooders,
ber, Doors, Windows. Building Paper,

2 Sod Plows,

3,

p.m.

I. O. O. F.

Acres of
FOR SALE:-- 40
unimproved land mile from the
Roy P. O.,
Priced for quick
Sale'.

PLEASANT. VIEW

First Sunday each Month at

Farm Machinery

El Dorado Hotel

Tourists and

4 HORSES 4

r

His address is MILLS N.
You canMuve SALE BILLS
printed and make dates at the
'
fflce." Réj;
New Mexico.
opanksu-Amenca-

ir

-

THE
NOTICE FORJPUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior
U. 3. Luna OMce at Clayton. N.
Mar.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Notice for Publication Isolated Tract
Public Land Salo
Department of the Interior.
U S Lend Office? at Clayton, N M

M.

2'.' 1918

Notice is hereby given thnt Victor Gon
l:i8.
Feb23l!i8
zalea of Sola.io N. M. who on Mar. 25
Notice ia hereby given that as direct1912 made Homestead
Entry No.
ed by tho Commissioner of the General
Sec 21
for
Land office, under provisions of Sec
1HN.
20, .Twp,
llnr. 2K NMl'.M. has filed notice of 2155, it S pursuant to the application of
proof Tony J, lleittian of Clayton N M
intention to make finul
we will offer at public
required of home- Serial No
in tho manner
sale
to
highest
liiddcr but at not
the
stead entrymcn to establish claim to
described,
the land above
before less than 1,25 per acre at 'l o'clock
F.H.Foster, U.S. Commissioner at his A M on the 1th day of May litis next
at this office lh following tract of
Office Roy, N. M. on May 15,1'Jl
hind; Nwl-NSec Z Twp 20N lxn 28
Claimant names as witnesses:
"
E
NMPM
We-iM
t
Lopez
II
J Severino
Tho salo will not bo kept open but
P J La umb
Tedio Narbaiz
will be declarod closed when those preAll of Rov N Me.x
sent at the hour named have ceased
PAZ VALVEUDE,
bidding Tho person making the highRegister.
est bid will bo required to immediately
pay to the Receiver the amount there
. Climinnt;; '.ha Heal.
.Any persons claiming adversely the
Dy uvaxf, two slightly
land are advised to file
lenses end passlrr,' u cci'rent of air
between tin-ti- l n French srietiti'it has their claims, or objections on or before
succeeded in Tree! ir he high power the time designated for sa,le
Il'l'-- t of inoiion picture projectors fro:n
Regis cr
PAZVALVEP.DE

C"f2Ki

014-19-

SPANISH-AMERICA-

j

Efficient Service is rapidly becoming the Slogan' of
all Patriotic Americans. It is the slogan of

set m Palm.
In the Íowü'.ihU of the deltn of the
Orinoco river the natives build huts
suspended t.elween trunk!" of Maurltla
floxuow.i, n pnlin.
They also cat It

fruits, !:t farinaceous

pit'.i.

'

above-describe- d

I

7

hsat.

NOTICE
NOTICE FOn PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Mar. 28, 1918
Notice is hereby given that
Alexander Singhiser of Mosquero N M.
who on March 22, 1915 mudo II E Ne.
22 Town,
for
ship 18N nango 2sE NMPMeridinnhas
filed notice of intention to mako Final
Three year proof to establish claim
to the land above described, before
F H Foster U S Commissioner at his
office at Roy, N. M., on May. lath 1918
OÜW-1-

'

FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,

.idee, and use the fibers of lit
lenf si ("lis for lnnkin.? ropes, but'
mocks, e;c.

Mar. Ki, 1ÍH8

t

Notice is hereby given that Perfiiia
Chavez of Roy, N. M. who on April 10
l6l5,made Homestead Entryno01G794
Ni-SSec. 2!,
for
Section 2fi, NJ S'A'J Section 25,Town- ship. 19 N, Pnnre 25, E NM P M, has
filed notice of intention to make Final
Three Year Proof to establish claim
to the land above described, before
VV. H. Willcox
U. S. Commissioner, at
his office at Roy, New Mexico, on the
Hh day if May 1918.
WJ-NE- J,

WJ-SE-

E

March 27, 191S

Notice is he?'c!y fjiven that Tlanucl
of Way;on Mound, N. M..
who on
and
made
Homestead 'end Add. Entries, Nos.
01 7537, 023386, Tor N
SK4, SV.'li
SiC',4, SEU SWU, Sec. 19. and S'i
NEV4 N2'4 NEV4, SE',4 NW'.i, Sec.
19, Twp. 19N., Rng. 24E., N. M. P.
M., has fded notice of intention to
make three year proof, to eitabli-.cjaim to the land above described, before Stanley A. Foutz, U. S. Commissioner, at Wagon Mound, N. M., on
the 15ih day of May, 1018.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Francisco Herrera, Solomon Arr.pjon
Andraes Martinez, Antonio Martinez
all of Wagon Mound, N. M.

EQUIPMENT

Here in picturesque, iine'y equipped buldintrs.'set
in beautiful grounds an. i with a lack grpunu! of
towering mountains and i foreground of a busy city
of- comfortables home an'l t.leasant social conditions

Vu!a'.:i;ue;:,

Ec-bt-

FOOD PRODUCTS MANUFACTUR.
ERS ADVISED THEY WILL BE
ABLE TO OBTAIN NECESSARY RtQUr.EME:TS.

Summer Term '18, Begins
JUKE 15th

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
O.'li.e at Santa Fc. New Mexico

DELGADO,

ISSURED PACKERS

Your state university hná abandoned its former
custom of an idle summer.
It is now in operation
.throuffhdut lite year witii its complete faculty and
equipment on duty.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

FRANCISCO

SUGAR SUPPLY IS.

The University of New Mex

Its

fiAe-yr-

4

I

Each Aircreft Nscda Extra Mpterir.1
end Siaff of Skilled Men Removal;
of 'Ofiicers From Medical Reserve;
Corps.

-

You may persue your college education during the summer Month and thus equip your-fo- r
Broader and more Eff icint Service and
Greater Usefulness to yourself, your State and
Yo r Country
It costs nothing to inform yourself fully about the
special opportunities for l'OU in a summer's work
at your home state university.

ci

Write for this information today.
I

Department of the Interior, I.', i. Laud
Odice at Santa Fc, New Mexico
March 27, 1913

Address

DAVID K. EOYD, President,
University of New Mexico,
Albtc;i:crque, N. M.

Notice is hereby given th;it Pcdrf

JALK P. MILLS
The first executive board meeting of The New Mexico C.itib
U. S. Commissioner
and Horse Growers' Association
Fillings, Proofs and all
for the year will be held in Raton .land matters.
New Mexico May 1. 1918,
Also Surveys and Plats.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Questions of interest to this
Prompt. Attention
Denj. F. Brown
McNeill
Cha's
the state will bo
of
section
Office
Solano, New Nexico.
at
Maria Trujiilo
Robert F Meore
Claimant names' as witnesses:
as this meeting is chiefly
Al! of Mosquero, New Mexico
Julian Sandoval
Encarnación Garein
for the purpose of getting in
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
3 HOGS for sale. 14 miles East
Jcse de Jesus Medini
touch with the cattlemen, and
Juan Isidro Romero
of Roy.
problem of this section.
NOTICE FOK .PUBLICATION
All of noy, New Mexico.
WmNOFFKE, Route A,
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
It is the request of the Secretary
TAZ VALVERDE, Register.
M.
Office at Clayton,
N.
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Rcgistei that any questions from
4 27
any
Mar. 211918
which
should
Choice Ranches and Farms
section
State
of
the
Notice is hereby given that
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
NOTICE FOK PUBLICATION
by
Association,
this
for Sale near Roy. Let us
up
betaken
Ollie D. Williams of Solano New
in
office
Show them to yon.
to
be
forwarded
the
who on April, ó th 1915
Mexico
Department
of
the Interior, U. S. Land
Department of the Interior IT S Land
Office at Santa Fc, New Mexico
they
made HE. No. 019764 for NWJ,
in
Albuquerque
that
order
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
J. L. Hayes Real Estate Co.
March 27, 1918
Section 10 Township 1SN Range 27E,
may be placed before the execuMpr. 16 1918
Roy,
N.M.
N M P Meridian has tiled notice of inNotice is hereby given that Alejan- tive board at this meeting.
Notice is hereby given that
dro Duran, of Wagon Mound. N. M.
tention to make three year proof, to
Sidney L. Reed orf Roy, N. M. who
who, on
made Some detail work relative to the
and
establish claim to the land above on
22 1915 trade HU NoOMSiU for
Atr.
and
Homestead
Add.
H.
E.
Nos.
0221
S.
14.
If new mounted police system will
U.
Foster
described, before F.
LAND PLATS of ad kinds
Section 35 Town and 022872, for S
NWV4. Sec. 20
Commissioner, at his. office at Roy ship. 20
be discussed at thi3 time and
Nl?njf.2E
NMP.
Meridian
Sec.
19
NEV4
ha
Abstracts
and
EH
of U. S. Land
SE'4
SE'4
N M on the 13th day of May. 1918.
SW',4 Sec. 17, ,NWV4 steps taken to insurs the perfect
filed notice of intention to make three Sec. 18, W
Office
Records,
MAPS.
witnesses:
as
names
Claimant
year proof, to establish claim to th NW'i, Sec. 20, Twp 21N., Rng. 24E.. working of same.
Prompt
VV

'5--

4

A. Chavez, of V.'aTon Idound, N. M.,
who, on
and
made H. E.
and Add. Fr.tiy No.5. 021547, 0233ÜÍ
for N
NEU, EVi NWH, Sec. 2!'
SEVi SVVH, SWVi SEV, Sec. 2 J, Twp.
21N. RnK 24E., N. M. P. Meridian, ha,
filed notice of intention to make thre
year proof, to establish claim to thf
land above described, beii.ru Svar.lcj
A. l'outz, U. S. Commissioner, at Wagon Mound, N. M., on the 14th dr.v oí
May, 1918.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Porifirio Duran, Maximiliano Graham, Antonio Kodriquez, Doroteo Torres, all of Wagon Mound, N. M.

.

4,

NJ-N-

A. C. Trujilio
John Beckman
land above described .before F. '
M. Hughes
C. W. B, Leathti man
H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at
All of Solano Nw itiex.
at Roy,' fí. M. on.My' is 1918
PAZ "VA'L VERDE' Register.
Claimant names as witnesses:
T. J. Heimann
A. E. Sivyer
of Roy New Mexico
NOTICE FOK PUBLICATION
' J. C Dnskell
W. R. Bradley
Department of the. Interior U.S. Land
t
Of Mosquero New Mexico
,
Office at Clayton New Mexico
VALVERDE
PAZ
Mar. 16, 191'
:

Rcgis-te- r

Notice is hereby given that Neco-las- a
Domínguez of Albert N. M.
who on Mar 8 1915 made HE No 01952ti
Walking the Channel.
Men walked from Dublin to Tari
for Lots 1,2,3,
Nj-SSec. 31 Twp. 20 N. Rng. 29 E. once. This was, it is figured nut, li
N M P Meridian,. has filed notice of in Neolithic times, when, geologically
tention to make Three Year Proof, to Ireland was connected by land with
establish claim to the' land above Britain Just na Britain wan connected
f
with Europe. And today the
described, before W. IL Willcox, U.
the channel coasts Is again and
at Roy, N. M. on the Gth day rapidlynlng on. Ladles' Home Jourof May 1918
nal.
NEJ-NW-

KJ-S-

J,

depres-slonNi-

Claimant names as witnesses:

I
i

N. M. P. M., has filed notice f intention to mako three year proof, to establish claim to the landahove deThe plastering
scribed, before Stanley A. Foutz, U.
S. Commissioner,
at Wagon Mound. the new Masonic
N. M., on the 15th day of May, 1918.
soon be ready for
Claimant names as witnesses:
Lodge.
Bernardo Duran, Olmedo Sanchez, the
Pedro Chavez, and Manuel Trujillo, all
of Wagon Mound, N. M.

Attention

C.N.

is finished on
Hall and it will
occupancy by

ROARK-Clayto-

7

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

over

Each plane In tho air
4(i men, two replacement planes on the ground, and
one training plane for every pilot
who eventually reaches the front,
with an extra engine for each pjane.
The life of a plane Is not more than
two months, and the engine must bo
overhauled after each 73 hours. Now
that American battle planes nre going
overseas, the great problem is to secure the thousands of skilled mechanics, englnemeii, motor repair men,
wood nnd metal workers needed to
keep the planes In perfect condition.
This engineering nnd mechanical forco
at the airdromes, the Hying Melds, and
repair depots, both here and behind
the lines In France, Is a vital Industriar
link in the chain to air supremacy.
I'.'KMI.

requires a force of

n

New Mex.

Cheap Lands for

SALE

FVmr the declaration of War ' toj
23, the surgeon general of
the army lias removed 1,031 ollirers of
the Medical Reserve corps. In th
following table the reason assigned for
discharge does not Isolate under "Inaptitude for the service" all thoso
whose dismissal was in considerable
degree due to Inefficiency or Incompetency, since these reasons had weight
In many cases otherwise classified.
Discharged for physical disability,
411; inaptitude for the service, 134
to Join other branches, :tH); domest'c
difficulties, 39; resignation, S8; needed by communities, hospitals, schools.

February

CUSTOM PLOWING:- - If you
have .any plowing you want done Why not Buy a Home' NOW
this spring, Call at tho Variety
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
The war is on it is true but,
Machine Works.
when
it is over, all land will sell
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
high.
We raise good crops of
Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico
KanMarch 27, 1918
SALE;-16in
wheat, Corn, Beans, Milo, Sor-- ,
0
acres
FOR
to
Will
ghums,
sell
Notice is hereby given that Porfirir sas Valley bottom.
all Garden Vegetables. 812.
Duran, of Wagon Mound, N. M.. whe highest bidder Want quick reDuring the same peri od there have
on
and
made H E and
I have all kinds of land for been
2,2113 promotions, Including some
Add. H. E. No. 021548, 023672, fo sults.. Write,
SALE!
promoted more than once.
officers
W
NW'í, WH SW. Sec. 29, and
Vincent S. Bushkevitz.
Do you want a Well improved
EVi NEU NV4 SE',4, Sec. 30. Twp.
111.
Lemot,
Plans have been announced for th
21N., Rng. 24E., N. M. P. M.. has
farm?
I have it!
organization of "Junior
filed notice of intention to make Three
Men" In every school in the country.
year proof to establish claim to the
Do you want a large or small
According to the division of
H01ICZ f OR PUBLICATION.
land above described, before Stanley
farm, with some improvements?
Men of the committee of pubA. Foutz, U. S. Commissioner at Waglic Information,
bulletins especially
I have it,
ISOLATED TRACT
on Mound, N. M., on the 16th day of
FRANCISCO

DELGADO, Register

ADVERT LSKD LETTERS
Roy, Mora Co. New Mexico,
A )ril

loth 1918,

Four-Minu-

May, 1918.

The following is a list of fetter-- '
Claimant names as witnesses:
remaining in the Post Office, tit
Juan N. Maestas, Lonjino Duran,
Roy, New ftlexico for more than Antonio Rodriquez, Antonio J.
all of Wagon Mound, N. M.
fourteen days prior to April loth
Rodri-que-

Pepartment

of the Interior.
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
Mar. 21. 1918
Notice is hereby given that William
Ne-Mexico
De Laney of Mosquero,
who on Jan fith 1915 made HE No
Sec 23,
018918 for SWi-Sw-

Efansford,
Felisita Smdval
Bob

FRANCISCO

z,

DELGADO, Register

te

prepared for school children will ho
sent during the third I.inerty loan camland, Ranch land, or Town lots paign for distribution by superintendU S Land Office at Clayton N M
Apr. 5, 1918
or a Store building in the best ents to all schools In the United
"C" 3 - 2!, 1U18
States. Addresses will he prepared
Notice is hereby given that as direct part of New Mexico?
from the material In these bulletins
General
the
of
ed by the commissioner
as regular
spenkers
Come and I will Show You. justmotion-picturIn
Land Office, under provisions of Sec,
houses prepare their
Come early and get your pick own speeches from bu'letlns supplied
to the application
2455, It S
hy the government.
Solano. N. M. and choice.
Upton
of
D
of Hiram
In each school the children submitpnb
Serial No, 024359 we will offer at
'
ting
Ihe best speeches nre to deliver
'but
at
bidder,
highest
lie sale, t ihe
them In public. According to plans tho
not less thanl,"f per acre at 10 o'clock
oy or irlrl awarded first nrlze Is to
A M on the 11 th day of June 191S, next.
Keal Estate Agent,
get a certl tiente from the United!
at this office, the fol'owing tract ol
te
Solano, N. M. States government as a Junior
S Í6 T 13 N R 2KE N
1
land;
Man.
Public Land Sale
Department of the Interior

Do you

want unimproved farm

Four-Minut- e

e

nt

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Rebecca Zamora
The above letters will remain Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, 'New Mexico
"ADVERTISED"
for fourteen
Section 2ti Township
and
March 21, 1918
M. P. days nnd if uncalled for at, the
2810,
N.
Hange
19 N.
Notice is hereby given that John R.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention end of t'.iat time, same will be N'ugen of Roy, Mora Co., N. M., who
tomake three Year Proof, to establish sent to the Division at Dead Let on February 24, 1915, made II. E. No.
019414, for NWU NW, Sec. 10, WV6
claim to the land above described, be- ters, San
M P M
Francisco California.
NWV Sec. 3, Twp. 20N,
SWV SW
fore F. H. Foster U S Commissioner
The sale will not be kept open, but
When calling for above letters Rng. 27E., N. M. P. M., has filed noat Roy N. M. on Mav 14 1918.
pretice of intention to make Three Year will be declared closed when those
Claimant names as witnesses:
please say "ADVERTISED. "- Proof to establish claim to the land sent at the hour named have teas d
Frank Smith
Oscar Aspgren
One cent postage Due will be above described, before F. II. Foster, bidding, The person making the highKnutt Aspgren
J. M. Caddel
collected on any of the above U. S. Commissioner, at hi3 office in est bid will be required to immediately
100 acres fence- d- 90 acres in
Rov. N. M., on the 15th day of May, pay to the Receiver the amount thereAll of Mosquero N. M,
letters delivered.
wheat,
4 miles northwest of Roy
1918.
PAZ VALVERDE,
of.
Claimant names as witnesses:
good
stone house, cellar
th?
adversely
Wm. G. Johnson,
P. M.
Any persons claiming
Register
Orrin K rby, D. P. Moore, C. C.
U
advised
are
and
cave
land
and
stable,
Nugen and B. F, Emerson, all of Roy,
file their claims or objections, on oi $8.00 per acre
Terms to suit.
New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
far sale.
Register. before the time designated
Reason for selling, must leave on
Register
Paz Vai.vebde
4
accout of my wife's health.
ANTONI KWIECIEN.
J

J,

After three years of warfare the to-- i
tal number of airplanes able to tako
the air at any one time on either sido
of the western front has not been

Fonr-Mln-

Leandro M. Gallegos
Juan Tafoya
Jose Domínguez
Jose R. Lope.
12 22 All of Albert New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register

SE1-NW-

'

dis-cuse- d,

,

F.

Washington.
Manufacturí-rof cs-Niwhil fowl product.--i have been ad-- '
vIsimI hy the fond administration that!
they will ha able Uk obtain their full!
requirements of suplir for liuinufiietur- lus purposes during the coming year.'
This applies particularly to packersi
of fruit,' condensed mill;, such vprc-- !
tidily for the preservation of which!
Mijiar may be necessary, as well as to
the housewives, for usage lu preserv-- '
lug purposes.
As soon as tho can
shortage is relieved, according to tho'
food administraron statement, supplies of sugar will be available for
these purposes. Shipments from Cuba
' are steadily Increasing.
All cnimers have been advised to
hold for war purposes nueh quantities
of canned corn, peas, tomatoes, string
beans, and salmon as they may havo
on hand. Such quantities as are not
wanted will be released within a few
days after receipt of reports showing:
stocks on hand, which must he suln
mltted to the food administration bo
fore March 13.'
s

;

NOTICE FOK PUBLICATION

Cr WttH PLANES

E. B. Laughter,

1

Four-Minu-

NEJ-NW-

320 Acre Farm
For Sale

v

7

above-describe-

Roy Telephone Co.
Gifstrap Bro's, .Prop's
Office and Exchange,

Connects with

LONG-DISTANC-

5--

5--

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
Tho Roy Drug Store

ROY, N. M.
PHONE at Springer.

E

Solano, Mosquero, Mills, Abbott, Taylor Springs
'
Lines conand intermediate points.
Exchange.
ServiceCity
Efficient
Roy
nected.
Rural-Communi-

4- -f

ty

J, E. Gilstrap, Mgr.

d

'

PurejDrugs, Chemicals: and
Patent Medicines
Perodicalsüand ' Stationery

Kodaks and Eastman Supplies
Perfumes and Toilet Articles

I can loan you money on your
final receipt as easy as on your

patent or warranty deed and
our mortgage need not bear but
percent interest. Come ír and
5

ROY,

N. Mex.

navy base hospltnl with a capacity,
beds has reached the wnr rone. ',
It will take care of navy personnel, ;
both ashore and nlloat. and If aeeom-- ;
modatlona exist will also hp available;
for army and allied sick and wounded. ;
A

of

SOO

All persons or firms engaged in lm-- ,'
porting, manufacturing, storing, or dls-'- ,
trihutlng fertlllxer of fertiliser In ;
gredlents must secure licenses 'on or
before March 20. Application must be
made to the Law Department, Llewnae
Division, United Slates food administration, Washington, D. O.

iet us talk to you about your
loan.
It is reported from Germany that
J. F. Wildman, Loan, and In- wood Is being largely used In place of
celluloid, Ivory, and other uhstaee'.'
surance Agency, Office at
for the manufacture of combs. Exnorth end Chico3a bt,
cellent toilet combs are made from
Roy. N,
thinly cut birch tad beohwood.
resi-len-

Dr. M. D. Gibbs, Prop.

Packages containing dutiable jrlfta
sent to members of the expeditionary
forces temporarily serving In England will be delivered free of duty,
provided the contents contain bona
fide gifts, the quantity Is not beyond
Ihe personal requirements of the addressee, and thnt the parcels are addressed for delivery to the regimental
address of the recipient.

.

M--

ce

v

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

FOREIGN

All EPITOME OF

The Island of Oahu on which Honolulu is located, became "dry" at midnight April 11 In compliance with a
presidential order.
Gathered From All Over
Great activity reigns at German
naval bases, especially at Kiel. Coal
and ammunition are being shipped to.
the fleet in large quantities.
The Belgian relief steamer Flanders
Newapnper I'nton News Service.
struck a mine in the free channel and Western
COMING EVENTS.
sank, according to the Amsterdaa
October Annual meeting New Mexico
Harvdelsblad.
The crew were saved.
rubiio Health Aasociutlon.
An. unmasked bandit held up a
The production of the Chino Copper
branch bank ot the Canadian Bank of Company, for the last quarter ot 1917,
Commerce at Saskatoon, Sask., and was 20,266,715 pounds. escaped with between $3,000 and
Word reached Carrlzozo that James
Roselle had been wounded in, France
Emperor Karl of Austria a year ago and .hat he was in the hospital.
declared his personal belief that
The Brown oil well, near Dayton, is
France has a right to
to be spurting oil and gas 50
reported
Beland the complete sovereignty of
feet
over
the top of the derrick.
gium and Serbia should be restored.
convicted of murder
Romero,
Julian
Only four vessels ot more than 1,600
degree for killing Mrs. de
in
first
the
tons, two of less than 1,600 tons and
Juare, was hanged at East Las Vegas.
two fishing boats were sunk during the
A new Red Cross house is being
week ending April 6. Only two French
at Camp Cody, Deming, where
built
down.
were
sent
merchantmen
Y. W. C. A. have Just completed a
the
In a manifesto to the working peobuilding.
ple of Austria on May day prepara- new
Odd
Fellows of the Pecos valley will
tions, the Arbeiter Zeitung of Vienna
ot
has called for a demonstration for gen- celebrate the 99th anniversary
rally
in
an
at
order
their
day.
eral peace and an eight-hou- r
on April 26.
American marines have been landed
Helen Sluss, daughter of Major
Miss
at Vladivostok, as well as British and
Japanese forces, according to advices and Mrs. Sluss, of Camp Cody, Dem
a
from that place. The Americans are lng, suffered a fractured skull when
in control f the docks, while the Jap- horse fell with her.
Eight men of the U. S. Geological
anese are guarding the railway and
survey have begun the classification
ammunition depots.
On behalf of the British army, the of lands under the section homestead
Earl of Derby, minister of war, has law, in the Fort Sumner district.
William W. McClure, son of J. h. Mc- presented to the city of London a
Union Jack to be displayed alongside Clure, of Carlsbad, passed away of
the American flag which Ambassador acute cardiac dilation. McClure was
Page handed to the lord mayor on be- at Camp Johnston, an aviation camp,
half of the American officers in Eng- in Florida.
land.
Santa Fe women have sent in to
Treasurer Frank A. Vanderlip another
A shell fired by the German
cannon struck a foundling asy- contribution of $41.07 for the Amerilum in the Rue De La Creche, in the can, British, French and Belgian blind
Montrouge district on the southern relief fund.
outskirts of Paris and three persons
All Roswell stopped for an hour
were killed and eleven wounded. With- when a Service flag was dedicated in
in the hospital were thirty women honor of the five hundred Craves
babies.
with
county men who are with the forces
.
"You could have shot them down at the front.
with your eyes shut," said a wounded
More winter wheat was planted in
machine gunner, in describing how the the state than In former years, but the
Germans attacked on the western dry weather has resulted in a heavy
front, according to the correspondent abandonment in the Eastern portion
there of the London Dally Mail. "We of the state.
fired straight into them and they went
Albuquerque Club Women will
down in heaps, yet we could not stop
in raising the $250,000 for the esthem. It was one down and another tablishment of Furlough Houses in
came on."
France for the Sammies, and for oth-ee- r
war work.
SPORT
Clarence Metz, after a tryout with
"Colfax county has gone over the
the White Sox, is to return to Denver top, exceeding its quota," was the
as a free agent, It was announced in news that flashed over the wires
Chicago by Manager Clarence Row- April 8 to Judge Reed Holloman, In
land.
charge of the Liberty Loan drive.
Arrangements
completed
were
The state engineer's office was inwhereby Johnny Noye, the crack light- formed that the steel span of the big
weight of St. Paul, will meet the win- bridge being erected at the Romero
ner of the Otto Wallace-Arlo- s
Fan- crossing on the Red river, near Roy,
ning bout in Denver May 3.
had been swung clear of the falseThe calling of Grover Cleveland Al- work.
exander, premier pitcher of the NaGovernor W. E. Lindsey has placed
tional League, into the Army as re- at the disposal of the New Mexico
ported from his home in St. Paul, Neb., Board of Health $3,500 from his conwill cost Charles H. Weeghman, presi- tingency fund to prosecute keepers of
dent of the Chicago Nationals, $50,000. Immoral houses and to stamp out vice
'
'
Fred Fulton and bis manager, Mike In this state.
Collins, left Denver for Colorado
Company
Mogollón
Mines
The
Springs on his tour of the state, and shipped 19 bars of bullion, about
after taking in Pueblo and a few more
ounces, besides concentrates
towns will journey on toward the which are shipped to Smelter. The
fwest. The trip will end In Frisco, and average dally tonnage-foMarch was
Fulton expects to come back to Den- 165 tons.
ver to do his training for the big fight
William C. McDonald, first governor
with Willard next July 4.
of the state of New Mexico and a
GENERAL
prominent cattlpman, died at El Paso,
Ninety-sihours of wintry weather Tex., of Bright's disease. His home
in April came to a climax April 12 with was near Carrizozo. He was 60 years
a storm of alternating snow, sleet and of age.
rain in New York.
John D. Clark, professor of chemisFor the protection of the Atlantic try at the University of New Mexico,
trade routes to Southern Europe, the bas been appointed chemist and head
United States, with the consent of af the division of utilization of waste
Portugal, has established a naval base Df the Federal Food Administration in
on the Azores Islands.
New Mexico.
Immediate measures to stamp out
Frank C. Blumlein, a Santa Fe mamosquito pest in regions surrounding chinist at Clovis, was indicted by the
Southern army camps will be taken federal grand Jury at Santa Fe for
by the army medical corps.
having violated the, espionage act.
Esther Baca and Pablo Saucido, inThe Assembly passed without serious opposition the bill dissolving the dicted and tried Jointly, for the theft
Alliance in New of several dresses from Minnie Carroll at the "Chicken ranch" at Santa
York state by revoking Its charter.
convicted of larceny by a
To celebrate Oregon's record of be- Fe, were
District Court.
Jury
the
in
to
have its claim
ing the first state
that the project for
reported
is
It
of oversubscribing its quota recogroad
nized, 100,000 Oregonlans held a pa- paving the
Bernalillo
by
the
been
abandoned
has
triotic demonstration in Portland, SatThe cost, accordcounty commission.
urday night.
ing to State Engineer French's estiSince April 6, 1917, the day on which mate would be about $142,888.
war was declared against Germany,
fight cannot be
'."The Willard-Fultothere have been added to the United held in New Mexico while I am govStates navy 1,275 vessels, aggregating ernor," Governor Lindsey wired in
1,055,116 tons, Secretary of the Navy
inswer to a request from a newspaper
Daniels declared at Chicago in an ad- jervice syndicate for permission to
dress before the National Chamber of stage the bout in this state on July 4.
Commerce.
v
U. S. District Judge Neblett at San-Secretary William G. McAdoo of the
Fe sentenced Frank Pljoshc, a Nav-ijTreasury named April 21 as Liberty
Indian of the San Juan country
Letters have been :o serve ten years in the penitentiary
Loan Sunday.
mailed by the secretary to 114,000 min- it Leavenworth for rape on
isters throughout the country informa young squaw. Pijoshe
ing them of the department's decision vas Indicted and plead guilty to the
and asking them to deliver special )ffense which was committed on Nov,
sermons on that day.
10 of last year.
The movement to permit the payTwo more New Mexico counties on
ment of income taxes in installments he 9th exceeded their quota of the
gained considerable headway at a con- Liberty Loan. Taos was well over her
ference between Internal Revenue (9,000 minimum and Sandoval county
Commissioner Róper and twenty-fivixceeded her quota eight or ten times
representatives of manufacturers' asver. Five thousand dollars worth of
sociations.
jonds were purchased in the town of
Concurrent with the April quota of 3ernallllo alone.
men, local draft boards
150,000
Isidore Martinez of Santa Cruz has
throughout the country have been seen sentenced to be hanged on May
called upon to supply 12,000 additional I, by Judge Reed Holloman, for killing
men gualified in special trades and or- lis wife, Beatriz Martinez, last Aug-ísganizations; Mobilization under this
Martinez has appealed to .' the
special call must be completed by 3tate Supreme Court, and the appeal
Anril 26.
Kill act as a stay of execution.

Pithy News Items

LATE LIVE NEWS
RECORD Of THE
CONDENSED
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
.
HOME AND ABROAD.

FROM ALL SOURCES

;

DOINGS,

ACHIEVE-

MENTS,. SUFFERINGS, HOPES
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.

Alsace-Lorrain-

Wutirn Newepaper Union Hews Service.
ABOUT THE WAR
The British retired toward Ball-leu- l
on Friday, and the Germans captured Mervllle.
s
Attacks on Wytschaete and the
ridge failed, the Germana losing
heavily in their attack.
A German aerial raid was made on
the eaBt coast of England Frldayeven-Ing- .
Thirty-fivGerman airplanes,
twenty-onof which were destroyed,
were brought down by British aviators
The official statement
on Thursday.
on aerial activities reports the dropping of bombs on military targets behind the battle front and on a railway
Btation at Metz. Eleven persons were
killed and fifty injured in Friday
night's air raid on Paris, according to
official information.
Official reports of casualties in General Pershing's expeditionary force,
giving the names of 10S dead and 622
wounded in the seven days, were accepted by officials as proof that American forces now are heavily engaged
in the operations on the western front.
Wednesday's casualty list contained
the names of 2S8 men, 255 of whom
were wounded, eight dead in action or
by wounds and two missing. This is the
heaviest loss reported on a single day
since American troops were sent to
the front.
Field Marshal Sir Douglas Halg, In
a special order of the day addressed to
"All Ranks of the British Army in
France and Flanders," says: Three
weeks ago the enemy began his terrific attacks against us on a fifty-milfront. His objects are to separate us
from the French, to take the channel
ports and to destroy the British army.
In spite of throwing already 106 divisions into the battle and enduring the
most, reckless sacrifice of human life
he has yet made little progress toward
his goals. Every position must be
held to the last man. There must be
no retirement. With our backs to the
wall and believing in the justice of our
cause, each one of us must fight to the
end. The safety of our homes and
the freedom of mankind dependa
alike upon the conduct of each one
of us at this critical moment.
Mes-tlne-

e

e

e

;

WESTERN
Fire in the business section of Sulphur, Okla., did $350,000 damage.
The Biennial of the General Federation of Women's Clubs will meet in
Hot Springs, Ark., the 30th of April.
War 'work will be the keynote of the
Ten thousand dollars, the first Installment of money raised in San Francisco for the benefit of the Irish Nationalist party, by T. P. O'Connor, a
member of the British parliament, was
sent by him to John Dillon, leader of
the party.
Persons other than Mexicans desiring to enter Mexico must hereafter
file application for passports twenty
days before the permit to cross the
line will be issued, according to instructions received at Douglas, Ariz.,
by Ives G. Lelevier, local Mexican consul, from C. Aguilar, Mexican foreign
minister.
MaJ. C. S. Manchester, head of the
British recruiting mission on the
coast, has been ordered to
France.
Pa-cifl- o

WASHINGTON
A lighthouse bill carrying close to
was favorably reported to
the House.
The appointment of Thomas Rlggs,
$2,000,000

Jr., formerly with the Alaskan

rail-

road commission, to be governor of
Alaska, was confirmed by the Senate.
Liberty loan subscriptions reported
to Federal Reserve Banks up to the
close of business Friday night, representing results of five days' canvassing, were $451,744,000.
Revised priority regulations, designed to assure fuel and
tion to industries necessary to the war
end essential to the public welfare,
were issued by the war industries
board.
A general policy of stimulating oil
production" is being Initiated by the
government to offset the tremendously increased demand for war purposes,
'which is not being- equaled by the
f rpwth, in output.
-

,

;

all-da- y

long-rang-

ll

Ros-we-

e

n

new-bor-

as-Bi-

24.-00- 0

convention.

German pressure on the Netherlands
and Spain for the purpose of Injuring
the United States if not of forcing one
or both of these neutrals into the war
on the Prussian side, is being watched
with Increasing anxiety in Washington.
; The; Senate passed a War Depart-men- t
bill, providing for reimbursement
tó. citizens ot France and other coun-.- .
tries;, for damage done in American
f military operations.
The bill was
passed by the House and now goes to
the President.

III

E

New Mexico

$4,-00-

SAYINGS,

WOMENMUSTHELP

x

German-America-

n

Alameda-Albuquerqu-

e

n

a

o

e

t.

Lov-ir- s

and Country
Called to the Colors.
of

Home

ALL CAN BUY LIBERTY BONDS

$1(111

WHITE

For many years druggists have watched
with much interest the remarkable record
maintained by Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root- ,
tlie great kidney, liver and bladder medicine.
It is a physician's prescription.
Tour grocer has the lemons nnd any Sfwuniplioot ii a strengthening medidrug store or toilet counter will supply cine. It helps the kidneys, liver and blad
you with three ounces of orchard white der do the wort nature intended iney
Squeeze the Juice of should do.
for a few cents.
Swanip-Itoo- t
has stood the test of years.
two fresh lemons Into a bottle, then put
It is sold by 11 drugpsts on its merit and
well.
in the orchard white and shake
it should help you. No other kidney mediThis makes a quarter pint of the very cine has so many friends.
and start
Be sure to get Swamp-Roo- t
best lemon skin whltener nnd complex-Io-n
beautifier known. Massage this fra- treatment atifonee.
you wish first to test this
However,
face,
HOW TO MAKE A CREAMY LEMON
BEAUTY LOTION AT HOME
FOR A FEW CENTS.

Wives, Sisters, Mothers, Sweethearts
Never Before Called Upon to Play
grant, creamy lotion dally into the
Such a Vastly Important Part
neck, arms and hands and Just see how
Lend Your Money.
freckles, tan, snllowness, redness nnd
' (By DOROTHY DIX.)
roughness disappear and how smooth,
Buy a Liberty bond, ludles. No mat- soft and white the skin becomes. Yes
ter how many you have bought before, It is harmless, and the beautiful results
will surprise you. Adv.
stretch a point and buy another.
You can't shoulder a gun and go oft
Wouldn't Stand for That.
nnd fight for your country, as the men
A good story Is told by Sir Auckare doing. You can't put on a nurse's
concerning an interfering
uniform and go and nurse wounded land Orilles
saloon loafer nnd a Canadian solriler
soldiers or drive nn ambulance or work
who bore on Ills shoulder the Initials
In a munition factory, as many other
"O. E.," which stand for Cundían enwomen are doing, but you can do your
gineers.
bit by backing up these other men nnd
The soldier, his fare a study in
to
lives
women, who are risking their
wrntlifiilness, had the civildefend you with your money.
ian by the scruff of the neck unci was
Without guns apd munitions, withof giving
out food and clothes, without hospital apparently Just on the point
poa
belated
when
him
a
thrashing,
supplies, the army in France is Just
In nn appearance.
so many sheep led to the slaughter ; if liceman put
"Now, then, what's all this about?"
we let them die for the lack of the
demanded
the constable.
things that money buys, their blood
"What's it about?" replied the Cais on our heads, and our crime against
nadian, giving the wretched loafer an
them will be blacker than the Boches,
pxtra shake to emphasize his words.
because they trusted us.
called me n conscientious
It takes money, money, money and "Why, heNow
watch him being eject-eel- "
carry on war, and Plector.
money
yet

to
more
this war Is to be the war of the longest pocketbook. It is the last ton of
bombs, the last lond of shrnpneli and
the last big gun that will thunder out
victory. Therefore, If we want to win
this war, we must find more money,
and it is particularly up to us women,
who can fight with our hands, to
fight with our dollars, and pour thera
like water at Uncle Sam's feet.
Women's Greatest Sacrifices.
In no war In all history have women been called upon to play such a tremendous part as in this war. Never
before have women had to give so
many of their husbands and sons and
brothers to be cannon fodder. Never
have women before gone Into the
trenches and fought side by side with
men. Never have they gone Into factories to make munitions of war with
Never have they
their own hands.
had to take upon their shoulders the
heavy burdens of hard physical labor
that men laid down when they went
forth to battle. And never before did
their country call on women to make
such sacrifices as they are called on
to make now.
It is because this war touches women more nearly in every way than any
other war has ever done, because more
women's hearts have been broken by

PRESCRIPTION
FOR THE KIDNEYS

THE
FUNDS

RELIABLE

LEMONS DO MAKE

BOSCHEE'S

GERMAN

SYRUP

Why use ordinary cough remedies,
when Boschee's German Syrup hns
been used so successfully for fifty-on- e
years In all parts of the United
States for coughs,, bronchitis, colds
settled in the thront, especially lung
troubles. It gives the patient a good
night's rest, free from coughing, with
In the morning,
ensv exDectoration
gives nature a chance to soothe the
Inflamed parts, throw off the disease,
helping the patient to regain his
health. Made In America and sold for
mofe than half a century. Adv.

great preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for a
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
mention this paper. Adv.

Essential.
The novice was not enjoying his first
trip through the air, and his more
experienced companion regarded him"
with much amusement.
"I sny, Kill, what's on your mind?"
he ricinanrictl.
"I was Just thinking about Abraham Lincoln',' replied KM thoughtfully.
"Abraham Lincoln?"
I was. thinking how truth"Yes.
n man's
fully he spoke when
legs ought to be Just long enough to
reach the ground." Tuck.
luv-sol-

Dr. Tierce's Tlensnnt Tellets are th
original little liver pills put up 40 yenr
ago. They regulate liver and bowels. Ad.

They'd Fight, of Course.
Ten negroes of llallas, Texas, called
for physical examination, were discussing the world war while awaiting
their turn, nnd of the number five
were nnxlous to see France and have
One didn't want
a trip on the ocean.
to fight "because I'se all out o' practice."
"I nln't hnri n fight since I was fou'-tee- n
yeahs old," he said. "But If I
ev'h get In practice them Huns betteh
watch out."
The tenth was nsked.if he would
fight.
Scratching his head, he pondered for
'
a moment, then declared :
"If they sends me to France nnd
any of them Gehmnns meddles wlf me,
I sho' will fight."

(

Bitter Thoughts.
Tester Have you forgotten
that this is our wedding nnniversnry?
Mr. Tester What a pessimist you
are to brood over such subjects.
Mrs.

Signs of Spring.
"What makes you so uneasy?
your conscience troubling you?"
"No, winter underwear."

Is

Take the little Joys out of life nnd
the big ones left would hardly be
worth living for.

FRECKLES

Mow Is the Tim

to

Ct Rid

of Tats

Ugly Spots

There's no longer the slightest need el
feeling ashamed of your freckles, as the. prescription othlne (Rouble strength Is guaranteed to remove these homely spots.
Simply get an ounce of othlne doubl
strength from yoifr druggist, and apply a
little of It night and morning and you should
soon lee that even 'the worst freckles have
begun to disappear, while the lighter one
It is seldom that
have vanished entirely.
more than one ounce Is needed to cempletely
clear the skin and gain a beautiful cTear
complexion.
Be sure to ask for the double strength othlne, as this la sold under guarantee of money
back If It fall to remove freckles. Adv.

The birds sing sweetly at morn and
and
more women impoverished
The Intellectual type of beauty is eve but do a bit of scratching bemade homeless, more mothers have heard but not seen.
tween.
seen their babes slain before their eyes,
more mothers have beheld their young
daughters ravished, that women must
use their utmost effort to put an end
it,

to war.

LUIE BACON

Women must see to it that there is
never another war to lay waste to the
world and drench it with women's
tears, and this can only be accomplished by our winning this war.
And to do that we must have money.
So, let every woman who has some
loved one at the front buy a Liberty
bond. Let every woman who has a
hearthstone thnt she would keep safe
buy a Liberty bond. Let every woman who has a babe that she loves, or
a young daughter whose purity she
would guard, buy a Liberty bond.
Reasons

know how cooking
out all the rich
pungerjt flavor of bacon

YOU

there's nothing that tastes
better. But you wouldn't like
it raw.

Are Numerous.

Let every woman who has a particle
of sympathy In her soul for the forlorn women and children of Belgium
nnd France buy a Liberty bond. Let
every woman who believes in Justice,
and freedom, and right buy a Liberty
Let every woman who hates
bond.
war and craves for peace buy a Liberty bond.
The trip that you had planned, the
new frock you were going to get, how
pitifully small is the sacrifice of these
for the sake of those who are sacrificing their lives to protect you and
yours.
Buy all the Liberty bonds you can,
and then go in debt for some more, so
shall you prove yourself a worthy
daughter of Uncle Sam.
This Is a time when money talks
and tells the kind of a patriot you are.
The woman who hasn't a bunch of
Liberty bonds if she's rich, or who
Isn't paying on a Liberty bond if she's
poor, is a traitor to her country nnd
should hang her head in shame every
time she passes a man in khaki or
feels the fold of the red, white, and
blue floating over her unworthy head.

IT'S TOASTED
So we toast the Burley tobacco
used in LUCKY STRIKE Cigarettes for exactly the same reason
to bring out the rich, solid flavor.

The Badge of Citizenship.

The Liberty Bond button is fío longer
a mark of liberality or even of patriotism : it, is the badge of citizenship.
Are you wearing one?
War and the Weather.
The Almighty makes the weather,
not man, and if the weather doesn't
suit us, we have to wait. The farmer knows what a day's rain will do in
the way of upsetting plans. One can't
plow in the mud and a cutting of hay
or wheat may be damaged or ruined
by one night's downpour.

The war department, too, Is up
against the weather in France. Three
inches rainfall may moke the country
impassable, for half a million men nnd
horses end motortrucks and ruin the
chances of victory or bring dofeat.
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THE

PAST WEEK

determination, all the

allies, French, British, Americans and
Tortuguese, in France and Belgium,
liave adopted the Verdun slogan and
refuse to let the Huns break through
Weary
their line.
and battered,
drenched with gas and explosive shell,
pushed back here and there by powerful attacks of massed Infantry, greatly
outnumbered all along the line, they
cling as long as possible to every defensive position and exact a terrible
Vrlce for every yard of terrain they
give up.
Falling to push his way through to
Amiens, the kaiser last week turned
his attention to Flanders, and after
three days of intensive bombardment
attacked the British on a 25 mile front
of which Armentleres was the center.
In the three days of fierce Infantry
fighting that followed the Huns shoved
back the British and Portuguese line
some five miles between Armentleres
and Givenchy, and three miles at the
north of the former city. On Thursday
the British retired from Armentleres,
which Is of little Importance as a strategic point and Is now but a heap of
ruins. They also had abandoned several villages but still dominated the
battlefield from Messlnes ridge on the
north and Givenchy on the south. The
latter place was the scene of the bloodiest fighting, being taken and retaken
several times. The British were outnumbered there more than four to one,
but defended It splendidly and retained possession of the town, which Is
situated on high ground. The losses of
the Germans here as well as elsewhere
were very heavy, and a considerable
number of them were captured.
Though the Immediate object of the
Germans In this sector apparently Is
to take Bethune, an Important center
of British operations, and then by a
wheeling movement push on to the English channel, their greater purpose, according to prisoners and captured documents, Is nothing less than to annihilate the British army. It Is expected
that the kaiser will direct his full
strength to the accomplishment of this
aim and that the battle In Flanders
will be considerably extended to the
north and continued with desperation.

the southern front of the German salient the French, at the beginning of the week, withdrew to the west
bank of the Alyette river In the Coucy
region, thereby rectifying their lines
and leaving to the Germans the marshes of the Oise. Since then the enemy
have been greatly harrassed by the
French outposts and have been unable
to carry on any operations in the
swampy ground. A little further to
the west Chauny has been the center
of furious struggles but up to the time
of writing the French had repulsed
every attack, and were m possession
cemetery.
of the town and the nearby
For the present, at least, Amiens
seems to be safe for, though the artillery activity In that sector has been
opercontinuous and violent, Infantry
ations almost ceased during the week.
On

fc-

i-

do not
As has been said, the allies
In the
seek to minimize the menace
successes the Huns have gained, but
as
ithelr commanders are as confident
accomplish
ever that the knlser' cannot
In the. ranks
W aims, and the men
V

' The German
press has ceased to
sneer at American participation In the
warfare and admits that this country
will be a great factor In determining
the result and that it Is preparing for
a long conflict. The turn events have
taken and President Wilson's power-

ful speech In Baltimore have convinced
the Germans that the result of the
war Is to be determined by force of
arms.
Count Czernln,
foreign minister, finds his position
shaken since Premier Clemenceau disproved his assertions concerning peace
talks, and the Czech opposition to him
Is increasing. In Germany there Is
growing dissatisfaction with Chancellor Von Hertling and Foreign' Secretary Von Kuehlmann, and there Is a
movement to make Dr. Von Helfferlch
Imperial chancellor.
Germany's forces In Russia, after
capturing Kharkov, proceeded 130 miles
further to the northwest and occupied
Lgov. They then sent an ultimatum
demanding the surrender of Kursk,
capital of the government of that name,
but the local soviet decided to resist.
The Germans also are continuing their
operations In Finland, In aid of the
government and the White guard, and
have compelled Russia to remove or
disarm Russian warships In Finnish
Austro-Hungarla-

n

waters.
The bolshevikl government of Russia
was concerned mostly last week with
the landing of Japanese troops in
Vladivostok. The press expressed the
fear that this was the first step In the
occupation of Slberln, and the commissioners demanded that the Japanese
depart, threatening otherwise to declare war. If the Japanese really are
on conquest bent, they would ask nothing better than that, but America and
Great Britain probably stand in the
way for they do not wish to have Russia throw herself utterly Into the hands
Indeed, the foreign
of the Germans.
consuls at Vladivostok promised the local authorities the troops would be
withdrawn soon.
Delayed dispatches from Harbin said
American marines also had been landed at Vladivostok and were In control
of the docks, while the' Japanese were
guarding the railway and ammunition
depots.
The diet of Bessarabia, the Russian
province which borders Roumania on
the east. Is reported to have voted In
favor of union with Roumania. Ukraine has signed ah agreement to furnish to the central powers about
pounds of foodstuffs and deliveries of grain already have begun,

rageous statement when acting as
spokesman of the administration at a
meeting of Liberty loan lecturers, and
his dismissal from government employ
was demanded by the Indignant congressmen.
to--

On

Wednesday the senate pnssed th
amendment to the espionage bill, making it the most drastic
measure ever proposed In this country.
It Is designed to expedite punishment
for disloyal acts and utterances, but
was changed to permit of Just critic-Iswith good motives. Fear of antagonizing loyal citizens of German descent caused the elimination of a clause
barring from the malls publications In
the German language.
n

(ta-- The

Some Idea of the great wealth that
the Western Canada farmer had In
view a few years ago Is now being realized. The amount received from the
sule of wheat, oats, barley, flux and
rye In 1917 was $270,000.000, while the
sales of live stock at Winnipeg alone
netted
Of this
additional.
sum hogs alone gnve over eleven million dollars. The Increases at Calgary
and Edmonton were over 0V million
dollars.
This money, so easily earned, Is being spent In Improvements In farm
property, purchasing additional lnnd,
buying tractors, automobiles, and Improving home conditions, providing
electric light, steam heat, new furniture, pianos, buying Victory bonds,
paying up old debts, etc.
Over five hundred tractors were sold
In Southern Alberta
In 1917. One
Implement agent reports that the increase In his business In 1917, over
that of 1910, was equal to the total
business In 1915. It Is the same story
all over the country.
And It Is not
this evidence alone which proves the
advancement and growth of the three
prairie provinces, but the large Increase In the number of settlers; the
improvement in the extent of the cultivated areas and agricultural production ; the increnso in value of which
over 1910 was $77,000,000.
Tills wonderful progress thnt has
been made in agriculture In Western
Canada is but the beginning which
marks the future of the greatest agricultural country on the continent,
showing a future of great possibilities.
There are millions of acres yet
and of land as good as any of
that which is now giving its owners a
return of from twenty to thirty dollars
an acre, figures that In many cases
represent the cost of the land, with all
cultivation costs Included. It Is true
thnt the cost of production has increased during the past few years, but
the price of the product has also increased to a figure which leaves a
large balance to the credit of the producer.
The following table shows how this
1913
1917
works out.
Price Price
In bus. In bus.
FARM NEEDS.
Machinery
wheat wheat
100
100
Self binder
70
33
Mower
250
112'
0. II. P. gas engine.
122
00
Seed drill
87
38
Cream separator

senate had another exciting debate over the conference report on the
bill for punishing sabotage and wilful
destruction of war material. As reported, the measure provided that It
should not be construed as making It
unlawful for employees to agree together to strike or refuse to work for
the purpose of seeming better wagei
or working conditions. Senator Underwood and others strongly criticised
any such government Indorsements of
strikes during wartime. Next day the
senate rejected the conference report
.....
by a vote of 34 to 25. At the same
time Samuel Gompers was warning
congressmen not to commit the "devilBuilding-Bathro- om,
try and folly" of passing the proposed
sink nnd septic
law to prohibit strikes and lockouts
300
tank
Too many of the laboring men of tin Pressure lank system . . . 150
country fall to recognize the fact thai Steel shingles, per 100'
when they are working for the govsq. ft
7
ernment on war tasks they are doublj Lumber, per 1,000 ft.
working for themselves.
28
Hemlock
S

Premier Lloyd George again hai
staked the political existence of himself and his cabinet on one measure
the new man power bill which include!
the conscription of all men between
the ages of IS and 50 years, and whlcb
furthermore extends conscription tc
Ireland. The latter feature ot cours
put the Irish Nationalist members Id
a rage at once and the premier waf
warned that any attempt to enforce th
draft In Ireland would result In civil
war; that it would take an army tc
raise a regiment. He stood firm, however, declnrlngthe time had come whec
Ireland must be treated like the rest
of Great Britain in the matter of military service, and that If the bill wai
defeated his government would glvi
way to another. The measure passed
Its preliminary readings by a larg
majority, but the press and people 61
England are decidedly anxious about
its success should It become law.

47
Pine
10
Bricks, per M
2.5
Cement, per 350 lbs
Steel fence, 40 rods..... 15
25
Paint, per 10 gals
410
Plnnos
Clothing nnd Food
6.2
Sugnr, per cwt
Cottonseed, per ton..... 50
50
Linseed, per ton
31
Blue serge suit

127

118
4
17
32
8
1.2
10
19
215
4.9

24
25
17

Percentage Increases are shown too
another way, leading to the same
conclusion, from consultation of the
Department of Lnbor's review of
prices. Taking 100 as the Index number of normnl production In the deIn

cade from 1890 to 1900, the Increnses
In prices of farm products
have
slightly outdistanced the Increases In
Pet.
ills needs.
1913 1910 1917 Inc.
Grains nnd fodder. 133 200 280 103
06
Animals nnd ments.170 213 293
58
Dairy produce ....145 184 229
Bldg. materials . . .143 179 229 - 58
Submarine sinkings as reported bj House fur'sh'gs. . .120 1G3 205
64
the British admiralty showed a great Implements
90
105 139 199
falling off in number, only six vessel
Advertisement.
and
being listed as lost, but both here
abroad there Is a feeling that this
Long Quest
presages a concerted movement of the
"Mrs. Blobblns, I had an extra pair
ar
transports
that
against the
of trousers in this house."
now cnrrylng American troops t
"So you did, Henry."
France In great numbers. However
"Yet they are nowhere to be found.
perso
system
been
has
the convoy
Did you give them away to some
fected and so many warships are avail tramp, Mrs. Blobblns?"
able for it that no grave apprehension
"No, Indeed, Henry. I gave them to
is felt for the safety of those trans- a most deserving man. He told me he
ports.
had been hunting work for seven
-f- ayears."
con
down
quieted
The Dutch hnve
cerning the seizure of their vessels bj
Cutlcura Beauty Doctor
America and Great British, but Miniscleansing and beautifying the
For
foi
Washington
left
has
ter Phillips
skin, hands and hair, Cutlcura Soap
home, ostensibly on account of 111
and Ointment afford the most effective
health.
preparations. For free samples adPresident .Wilson Inst week com dress,
"Cutlcura, Dept. X, Boston." At
mnndeered the Clyde, Mnllory, Merdruggists and by mall. Soap 25, Ointchants and Miners nnd Southern ment 25
and 50. Adv.
steamship lines and turned them ovei
to Director General McAdoo. This
Up for Inspection.
added 63 coastwise vessels to the 4S
This Is a story told by a man home
already under government manage- on furlough from Camp Custer:
ment. Three Russian ships In a PaThe soldiers were lined up for Incific port also were taken over by the
spection and every man was clean
shipping board.
shaven but one.
"Why hnve you sudi a beard?"
Allenby's forces In Palestln
asked the sergeant.
are still pushing forward north oi
"I couldn't find any barber shop
Jerusalem, despite stubborn resistance any place," sa'ld the man.
by the Turks, who have been
ced by Germnn troops. In Berlin there
Our most exclusive circles silver
Is a belief that the Holy City will be
dollars.
on
false
recaptured, but this Is based
Ideas of the British action In fnlllnfl
One good way to derive an Income
back after cutting the railway at
from literature sell books.
eneral

Creel, chairman of the committee on public Information, brought
a storm about his head by saying, In
a public address, that he would thank
God to his dying day that the United
States was unprepared when It went to
war, because otherwise It would have
been false to Its traditions and policy.
In both houses of congress he was denounced bitterly, the senate seemingly
overlooking the fact that only a few
days previously It had voted to make
thnt state of unpreparedness permanent by refusing to vote for universal
military service. Creel rnade his out

REGAINS GROUND
CALL TO SAVE

HAIG'S CLARION

ENGLAND MAKES DEFENSE

2 Generul
1 Market square and town hall of Arrna, which city the Germans tried to take from the British.
Pershing inspected a detachment of his stalwart troops in France. 8 Guy Empcy speaking for the Liberty loan
in City Hull square, New York, at the opening of the campaign.

have no other thought than victory.
The allies have ample supplies of guns
and ammunition, but what they must
have Is more men, and that quickly.
England Is sending troops across the
channel with speed not heretofore
equalled, and America's fighters are
being hurried over as fast as possible
of
Germans Divert Their Attack to In response to the call. Secretary
War Bnker, who Is still In France, has
learned his lesson, and It Is understood
Flanders, Again Failing to
he Is urging the greatest expedition In
Break Through.
getting our army across.
Day by day the American troops are
being hurried up to the fighting front
brigaded with the British and
BLOODY FIGHT AT GIVENCHY and
French, who greet their arrival with
cheers. That they are now taking an
active part In the great battle Is eviKaiser Seeks to Annihilate British denced by the lengthening casualty
Army Americans Now In Great
lists sent over by General Pershing.
In their own sector the Americans
Battle Premier Lloyd George
continue to do fine work. On WednesProposes Conscription for
day, Just northwest of Toul, they were
Ireland.
subject to the strongest attack the Germans had made in that region, after
By EDWARD W. PICKARD.
three days' heavy shelling. The Yan"They shall not pass."
advancing
Not glossing over the Increasing kees not only broke up the
fire, but
by
artillery
ranks
their
seriousness of the Germnn offensive
on the west front, not making vain promptly emerged from their shelters
boasts, but with unfaltering courage and chased the shattered Hun troops
from the field.
nnd dogged

BRITISH ATTACK

A1

.

-- WiThe Liberty Loan cnmpalgn wai
most successful during the week. lows
lead the nation subscribing its quota
within four daj'C.

When Your Eyes Need Care
Try Murine Eye Remedy

Smarting Just Kra Comfort. 60 mnM at
rnreliit ni malL Writ for Free Bra Book.
CIK BKHEJDX CO., CUICAUO

STONE WALL.

rwo rs

W0L1Í

15 II URS

DAY

Marvelous Story of Woman's
Change from Weakness
to Strength by Taking
Druggist's Advice.
Pera, Ind." I Buffered from a di'
placement with backache and dragging

down pains to
badly thatattimei
Í could not be on
my feet and it did

SAMMIES WHIP BOCHES
ALLIES

HURL

TEUTONS

HANGARD AND FRENCH
VANCE IN ATTACK.

AD-

Wuorn Newipaper Union News Servio.
With the American Array in France,
April 15 Preceded by an intense
bombardment of high explosives and
poison gas shells, picked troops from
s
four German companies hurled
tnetu-selve-

against the American positions
on tho right bank of the Meuse, north
of St. Mlhlel, again early Sunday
morning, but were completely repulsed
fighting.
after terrific
The Americans captured some prisoners.
The German losses already
dead and ten
counted are thirty-fou- r
wounded, who were in the American
trenches, and thirty dead In No Man's
hand-to-han-

Land.
The enemy's
days' fighting
tween 300 and
more than 100

notseemasinougti
I could stand it. I
tried different
medicines without
any benefit and
several doctora
told me nothing
but an operation
would do me any

FROM

casualties in the four
are estimated at be400. Of this number,

good.

My drug-

Vegetable Compound.

PARKER'S

IV'-.'i-i.-

were killed.

'

gist told me of
Lydia E. Pink-ham- 'i
Vegetable
V
I took
A S Í' Compound.
Á Vfr"YI 1 with too result
V
that I am now well
VflvV
v
'I and strong. 1 get
up In themorningatfourc'clock, domy
housework, then go to a factory and work
all day, come home and get aupper and
feel good. I don't know how many of
my friends I have told what Lydia E.
Pinkham'i Vegetable Compound has
done for me. "Mrs. Anna Mbteiuano,
86 West 10th St, Peru, Ind.
Women who suffer from any such ailments should not fail to try this famous
root and herb remedy, Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's

..

HAIR

.

BALSAM

tollt preparation of merit
Help to radícate dandruff.

A

For R ait orín g Color and
The entire allied line in Belgium
Baautjr to Gray or Fadad Hair.
6U and llat Uruirytnta.
and France ft holding firm. Nowhere
have the Germans been able, notwithAll Knitting.
standing the Great numbers ot men
you
Do
kr.lt?
Jane
porespecially
against
it,
that
hurled
Susie No.
tion in Flanders where the British are
June Get busy, kid; even bo
holding forth, to gain an inch of
Field ,Marshal Halg's order
ground.
that no more ground be ceded is rigid$100 Reward, $100
ly being complied with, as Is attested
Catarrh Is a local disease greatly Influby the thousands of German dead now enced
by constitutional conditions.
It
lying before the British positions therefore requires constitutional treatMEDICINE
ment.
HALL'S
CATARRH
southwest of Ypres, where it is the Is taken internally and acts through the
ambition of the high German com- Blood on the Mucous Surfaces of the System. HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINO
mand to break through and envelop destroys
the foundation of the disease,
Field Marshal Halg's forces and gain gives the patient strength by Improving
general
health and assists nature In
the
an open highway toward the English doing Its work.
I10O.0O for any case ot
CATARRH
HALL'S
Catarrh
that
channel.
MEDICINE
falls to cure.
Along the front held by tho French,
Druggists 76c. Testimonials free.
F. J. Cheney ft Co., Toledo, Ohio. '
Sunday saw nothing of greater importI
net-knit-

1

ance than reciprocal bombardments
4
A New Man.
on various sectors.
Sun and heir was In one of his
Likewise in Italy the big guns were
doing most of the work, although at boastful moods, nssertlng that he was
several points enemy patrols attempt- not RoltiK to be this, that or the other
ed to carry out diversions, but met when he grew tip; he was going to be
--

with no success.
At Neuve Egllse, northwest of
where the Germans are endeavoring to drive their wedge In further In order to ontflank Ypres, the
heaviest fighting has taken plaoe.

something else.

Auntie feigned all

In-

terest nnd begged to know what he

was going to be.
"I'm going to be a big pupa, and not
work at all."
"Oh, you don't nienn that? Not
work
at nil? I never heard of a pupa
Throughout Saturday night and Sunday there were battles of a most ob- not working at all." ntintie exclaimed.
"Xo, I'm not going to work nt nil.
stinate character, the Germans throwgoing to stay nt home and be a
Just
ing thousands of men into the attack,
auntie burst but
notwithstandong their wastage ' in new papa." At this
laughing and said :
killed or wounded.
"Oh, you mean you're going to be a
Several times the village changed
of new woman?"
sort
hands, but at last reports the British
"No, no, no," the tot retorted. "I'm
were still in possession of it and holdgoing to be a new man."
ing tenaciously under repeated German onslaughts.
The Infant Mind.
Nowhere along the eighty-milfront
"Where are yon going, niainma?"
where the Germans are trying to drive
"To a Riirprlse party, dear."
through between Wulverghem and
"Can't I go, too, and Archie and
Meteren have the Germans met with Edna?"
anything but repulse, and the price
"No, dear, you weren't Invited."
they have paid for their attempts to
"Well, don't you think they'y be lots
breacn the British line has been enor- more s'priscd If you took us nil?"
mous.
Boston Evening Transcript.
.
Documents captured from German
prisoners show conclusively that the
Vindictive.
great new offensive of the Germans
Friend What would you like best
was launched with the intention of to plant this year?
separating the British and French
farmer My summer visitors.
armies and crushing ot the British.
Her conversation Is naturally flowFrench troops fought fire in the city
of Rhelms set by German shells Fri- ery when a girl talks through her
day night. The city has been under Easter hat.
frequent bombardment the last few
weeks, Berlin declaring the shelling
was In reprisal for the shelling of German dugouts in Laon by the French
artillery. The effort to control the
flames proceeded under heavy shell
fire.
Paris suffered casualties of twenty-fou- r
inpersons killed and sixty-twjured in Friday night's air raid. The
German raid on England caused Ihe
death of five persons and the Injury of
e

1

fifteen.
The whole southern part of Ballleul
broke into flames Friday night and
burned fiercely, the glow of the fire
being visible against the clouds for
miles across the low lying country.
was again in British hands Saturday morning, this place representing
a part of the result of Friday night's
counter attacks between Ballleul and
Neuve Egllse.
Death Claims Senator W. J. Stone.
Washington, April 15. Senator William J. Stone of Missouri, chairman
of the Senate foreign relations committee, and for many years prominent
among Democratic leaders, died here
Sunday after a stroke of paralysis.
New Draft Call for 49,843 Ordered.
Washington.
Another draft call, for
49,843 registrants, has been sent to
governors of states by Provost Marshal General Crowder. Mobilization of
the men is ordered for May 1 and 10,
the War Department announced, and
they will be sent to eleven forts and
recruiting barracfts." The call increases
to more than 300,000 the number ot
select men ordered to camp since late
in March. Colorado's quota is '696;
Arizona, 318; New Mexico, 274; and
Wyoming, 92. "

Whenoffee
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There's always a
safe and pleasant
cup to take its place
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is now used reg-

ularly by thousands
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drinkers who live
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Liberty-Bond- s,

d

Germany's Tremendous Onslaught on
the Western Front has driven into the
Consciousness of the American People

The fighting also goes on in the Industrial Plat, on the
Farm, in the Mine, on the Transportation Lines, in the
Mercantile business, wherever, in fact Army Supplies are
being produced or funds for their purchase by the Government are being created. Therefore, we now see, not merea far keener realization of the part the United States ly Armies but entire Nations devoting themseleves, in one
wav and another, to the carrviner0 on of the war. More and
must play in the World Struggle.
more, too, we see the necessity of
boys
being
announcement
our
that
are
moved
The
LENDING OUR MONEY TO OUR GOVERNMENT.
up in a hurry to help in stemming the tidal wave of
Coming as it does just when the Realiztion of our need
Germans, has been hailed as good news throughout
the country. Welcome too, has been the. news that and duties has become so keen, the THIRD LIBERTY-LO&holds every promise of being a huge success.
thousands more are being sent to France as fast as
NO ONE can afford to take this for granted, however,
our ocean facilities will permit.
i

N

has shown that, in modern
warfare, Armies are only the Front Lines.
The

World-Struggl-

Rvftrv effort must be exerted to make sure that the Loan

e

shall be not only be subscribed, but Heavily Oversubscribed

Floersheim Mecantile Company,
ct the use of potatoes In the diet lu
Takes Place or
liberal quantities and of our common
Potato, Says Department
custom of serving them with meat
of Agriculture Bulletin When the price permits potatoe
should by all means be made a part

No Food

Newfoundland Aids England
By Sending 10,000 Warriors
though her populaNewfoundland,
tion does not exceed that of a popu"Women of foreign lands have some lous English Industrial city, has sent
tratlnndlsh customs as regards dress.1 10.000 men to fleht the battles of the
riot too outianuisn ior our gins to British empire In this war, observes!
try out at least one season."
the Christian Science Monitor. It is
a magnificent record, and exactly what
Known No More.
one would have expected from a counBacon I under- try which sent Its fishing ships to help
stand he Is lost to in the destruction of the great armada.
the world
It was In 1583 that Sir Humphrey
Egges Tes, yoa
see he married a Gilbert took possession of the' Island
lady In the name of his "most gracious lady,
prominent
and Is always Queen Elizabeth;" It was only five
mentioned as her years later that La Feliclssiraa Armada left Corunna for English- wahusband.
ters, so that Newfoundland had an
early opportunity of establishing a traNo Time to Hide.
dition for gallantry which NewAngry Woman My husband at- foundlanders are so splendidly vinditempted to strike me. I want to 'have cating In the present war.'
Ulin arrested.
The "Ancient and Loyalle Colony"
l'ollce Captain All right Where, of Newfoundland Is celebrating the
will we And him?
four hundred and twentieth anniverAngry Woman In the Emergency sary of her discovery, an occasion
hospital.
which Is seized by the rest of the empire to wish her godspeed.
Sure Thing.
Mrs. Newpoi) See how perfectly
'
Btlll the buliy Is. I wonder whut he 13

"There Is no food which exactly of the diet."
takes the place of the potato when one
Is accustomed to It," says a statement
Issued by the United States departWise and Otherwise
ment of agriculture, urging an Increased consumption of this vegetable,
Two heads are better than a
now that the markets of the country
dozen-Ia. love affair.
are well supplied.
"
If a roan's really fond of music
"It has come to be such a part of
he seldom tries to sing.
our dinner thai we miss It when It Is
Holidays are more pleasant In
not served. Besides, nny
tato cun be used In many very palacontemplation than in fact.
A wise man doesn't He neithtable ways for breakfast or supper,
er does ho tell nil the truth he .
and this Is a convenience from the
housekeeper's standpoint, since It helps
knows..
A girt enn love almost any
her to make pnlatnbls meals. Not only
Is It useful from the ease' with "which
man hecJ parents .are willing to
It can be prepared and the number of
object to.
pnlatable ways In which It can be
IJ's a wise proverb that conserved, but It is very important for
tains half the wisdom It is supthe food material it supplies. It is
posed to contain.
' Because you believe a thing
one of the most wholesome sources of
starch, and is also fairly rich In the
doesn't Indicate that you regard
mineral matter which the body needs.
It as a positive fact.
Of the mineral salts one must not
It is easy for a woman to look
overlook tho Importance of the mild
out for herself if there is a
alkaline salts It contains, because
window fn the room she
;hese are greatly needed by the body
to counterbalance the acid salts which
meats and eggs produce when nsslml-'te.In this we Jmve o ..Ju'stiftation

You May Hava Noticed.

,

till
thinking about?
Mr. Newpop

Believea In Signs.

Aren't you afraid
to leave those diamonds In a front
window nt night?
Second Jeweler
Not with my
scheme. Just before I go home I
put In a little sign
on them reading,
"Anything '.n,TliU

Window

0m

10

Cents."
iiT"

Two Types of Beauty.
"Who is the most fascinating figura
In history?"
"It's a tossup between Cleopatra and
Helen of Troy," said the man who admires the fair sex.

"Indeed?"

It

nil depends on whether you
nre a fool about a blonde or a bru"Yes.

nette."
Reversed.
"Whpn we were first married I gave
my wife a regular allowance."
"And now?"
"Now she takes all my salary and
lets me have the allowance."

Spoke Without Thinking.
3

April 9, 1918

De-

cember 1, 1914 made H. E. No. 018939,
for SV4 NE', and SEM Sec. 29, Twp.
20N, Rng 28E, N. M. P. M., has filed
notice of intention to make Final Three
Year, Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described,, before F. H.
Foster, U. S. Commissioner,;at his office in Roy, N. M., on ithe 3rd day of
- '
June, 1918-- ,

1918.

,.x

:

"."

Claimant names as witnesses: S.
Claimant names as witnesses: Hen- F. Davis, Harry H. Mayberry, J. M.
ry Reed, A. S. Hoskins, W. F. Cold-iro- Johnson and L. A. Brown, all of Roy,
F. N. Coldiron, ail of Roy, N. M. New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE.
Registe;.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
n,

Cuckoo Calls arid Wedding Rings.
For h girl to dream of hearing the
cuckoo is said to be a moans whereby
she may ascertain how many years
will elapse before she will wear a wedding ring. The number of years will
answer to the number of timos the
bird Is heard c.lllng in her dream.1

.

Woman's Ability to Dissemble.
When a married woman feels
and forlorn and catches some
woman, who tried to but didn't f t her
huslw.d, looting nt her she perks up
wonderfully ami (Veninos a Joyou
look which would fool her own mother.
Atchison Glob';.

Probably what to cry

First Jeweler

1

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
(Mike at Clayton, New Mexico,
April 9, 1918
Notice is hereby given that Karl
Dtubala of Roy, Mora Co., N. M., who
on August 19, 1914, made Homestead
Entry
for SEV, Sec. 23,
EH NE14 Sec. 26, Twp 21N, Rng 26
E, NY M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make Final Three Year
Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before F. H. Foster,
U. S. Comiyissioner, at his ofSce in
Roy,
M., on the 3rd day of June,
'

Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,

d.

Popular Science

about next.

l

e

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Roy, Mora county, N. M., who on

One-Pric-

Hoiise"

Notice is hereby given that Linda
Meffert, formerly Linda Gambrel, of

o

-

"The

As the doctor was showing some
friends through an Insnnp asylum ho
drew their attention to n stnte'y old
woman wearing n paper crown. Ho
explained that she Imagined she was
Hip quern of England, and for their
amusement he advanced toward her
with a courtly bow sivl said: "Good
morning, your majesty.''
The old woman looked nt him and
retorted scornfully: "You're a fool,

One and n quarter million women nre stated to be engaged in
men's places on the British railways.
originally came from
India
China, but now it is successfully
made In this country of lamp
blaclt and glue.
An Australian scientist has invented a fluorescent microscope
rays,
to b? used with ultra-violwhlrii enables differences In matter nut perceptible by ordinary
J i jrí 1 t o be recognized.
A Harvard professor of chemistry Is making experiment with
biebrymogenlc gas for use In the
It causes copious
trenches.
weeping that renders accurate
marksmanship Impossible on the
part of the enemy.

te

NO

SIR:--Lumb-

is NOT HighMt's Still too Cheap.

er

LISTEN! -- While, , as the old say ing goes "Figures
wont lie but liars will figure" the following figures are
based on approximate if not exact facts, and by comparing the values of a few farm products during 1914 & 1918
They show a tremenbous increase in price of farm products. Three years ago a 2501b hog would purchase about
5,000 shingles.
Today the same hog will buy 15,000 shin- -

gles

IN

THE LIGHT

WíléMMAm

Think of it

A I'urmer could build a barn 82X56f t v,ith a 14ft shed
wil li the price of 750 bushels of wheat or 1250 bu. corn,
or 2,200 bu. oats, or 1,400 bu. of Spuds, or 40 hogs, while

Electric Fan That Makes No
Wind Among New Inventions

today he can build the same barn with-3- 50
bu. of wheat,
or 600 bu. corn, or 1550 of oats, or a little old pile of 700
bu. of spuds, or 20 hogs, And yet! in the face of these
startling facts, they continue the hue and cry "Lumber is
too high." Now is really your golden opportunity to build
According to these figures, the
Will you do it?
Li slight
advance in Lumber for the last three years is far
hss than any product of the farm and considering the in1 crease in other material, Lumber is a cheap buy today.

An Interesting development of the
electric fan Is a series of blades
formed on new lines. Instead of the
propeller-shapeblade, the present device Is composed of sheets of metal
rolled in a cylindrical shape, one cylinder being within the other. The
action of this fan when attached to
a motor In the celling is to draw the
nir upward with a gentle draft, Instead of blowing It violently downward from the upper part of the room.
The Inventor claims that this results
In far more effective cooling, as the
heated air is nearest the ceiling, while
the cool nir Is near the floor. Hence
to draw the cool air upward gives the
d

best results. The action of the fan
Is so gentle that It does not tend to
raise the dust from the floor, yet it effectively circulates the air and reduces the tempera ture In short order.
sir."
It has been tried out with success
The locror was greasy astonished,, m restaurants utiú offices and Is adaptbut totally collapsed wl.-- n one of the ed to factories, halls and other places
party remarked innoe itlr : uV"-?- t
Is reared.
win i e periiict vci.v.latl
íoctor, she was sane enousk tiea."
Scientlfie Americas.

Sáv ted

To These Little Tips

I;

Radiolite. Watch

Photographed in the Dark

Here are photographs of an Ingersoll Radiolite Watch-- in
the light and in the dark.
In daylight.it shows the time just like any other watch ; at
night the hands and figures glowand showthetime clearly.
wonderThe hands and fijurcs ere made of Radiolite--ful new substance containing real radium.
And it is the
presence of real radium that makes them
a

Let us teach your DOLLAR to have more CENTS

Roberts & 01ver

So the hands and figures of Ingersoll RadiolitaWatcbesglowfor years
nslongasihe watchlasts without ever having tobe exposed to tbelight.
Come in and look at models for the pocket, purse, desk, boudoir
and wrist.

J. T. ABBOTT, Mgr.
ROY,
J

Phone no.

1C

lo

New Mex.
3E

$2-- to
J

i

$5-

-

Floérshéim Mercantile
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